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Foreword

The next step forward …..
With Year 2017 well underway, there is a certain acceptance of the situation prevailing in terms
of the global economy, political developments and their implications for the screen printing
industry. There is also a determination to climb high above all obstacles and chart out a course
forward.
The upcoming section of this month’s issue reflects this with the news that Screen Print East
Africa will now be held from October 29-31, 2017 at Visa Oshwal Centre, Nairobi, Kenya, with colocated events Sublimating Ideas Expo, Sign Expo and Label Show, which means more time to
seize growth opportunities. The 7th Sakurai New Technology Introduction Show, better known
as the Open House 2017 will be held from April 19-22 at Gifu factory, Japan. At LOPEC 2017 the
spotlight will be on printed electronics.
Read our reports on Fujifilm Sericol India Pvt. Ltd. Launching a Research and Development
centre, Printpack India 2017, ASGA Meeting 2017, the exhibition of a printer who also paints
landscapes.
Launches include the DTS 5070 : Computer to screen system, Roland unveiling wide format
print & cut and MagnaColours® setting a new industry standard. Gain perspectives on smart
screen printing is enjoying renaissance and how Kornit Digital brought sustainable textile mass
customization to FESPA Asia 2017.
In development, SkyScreen becomes distributor of GCC (Taiwan), DR Optical ties-up with AlphaCure, Ketchview to penetrate the Indian market while Formech and Arrow join hands to provide
Thermoforming Solutions.
Achievement has the topper in 'Screen Printing Techniques' and ColorJet brand bagging a key
award. Concept features eco-friendly bags now 'made in Erode' and get guidelines on small
business marketing tips.
Plus news snapshots and all your favourite features

Focus on Identifying
Emerging Prospects

Devang Sheth
Editor & Publisher
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Screen News

Arrow Digital installs first EFI
H1625LED UV Inkjet Printer

The H1625 LED UV
inkjet is a 64” wide
format mid-level
hybrid production

flatbed for many years; once we saw the
EFI-H1625 LED at Arrow Digital’s demo
center and spent some time exploring
applications, especially the excellent
White and printing on heat sensitive
materials with the LED cool cure/

Digital

recently

installed

EFI

H1625

D'Signs

LED

has
the
printer

Srinivas Racha adds, we offer conceptual

excellent support from Arrow

design work and proofing, printing onto

over the years and their support

a wide array of standard and new eco

Workspace

Innovations

technology;

was important in our path forward."

at

business."

the

GreenGuard
Arrow

with turnaround times, winning new

friendly sustainable materials. The H1625
is mostly used to create wall graphics,

(P)

"We love the three layer white function,

glass/window films, architectural films,

Ltd. Mumbai. Srinivas Racha, Director

as we can now produce impressive day/

large

at D'Signs Workspace Innovations is

night and block outs on rigid or clear

displays, textiles and banners. The H1625

very excited, to see the revolutionary

films. The overall print quality of the 6

LED UV inkjet is a 64” wide format mid-

LED technology in their portfolio.

He

pL grayscale printheads, and vibrant EFI

level hybrid production printer designed

adds, “We reviewed many printers

super gamut inks are impressing all our

to maximize image quality with four

and technologies, already using a UV

customers and has drastically helped

colours + two whites.

format

signs,

canvas,

backlit

Printers feel power of screen
printing at PrintPack India’ 17
brand loyalty. A large number

Rush at Grafica stall
reflects the growing
demand for this
segment

of serious enquires were also
received both from domestic
and international markets.
It is also a reflection of the growing

various UV special effects.
PRINTPACK India exhibition was

demand for screen printing – be it

organised by Indian Printing Packaging

overwhelming

industrial, graphics, and commercial

and Allied Machinery Manufacturers’

response at the recently concluded

screen printing. There was a huge sample

Grafica

received

an

PRINTPACK India exhibition in Greater
Noida (February 4-8, 2017). Printers
could feel the power of screen printing
during the exhibition. Several spot order

gallery which highlighted the power
of advanced screen printing and its
value addition application to transform
normal commercial and packaging into
master pieces of creativity. There was

Association

(IPAMA).

The

event

showcased products like In-Press, Post
press, finishing, converting, digital and
signage and packaging machines, all
under one roof etc. in the Packaging

bookings were received by Grafica.

a tremendous rush at Grafica’s stall as

Materials,

Printing

&

Publishing,

Some of these orders were from the

the company technical team performed

Paper and Paper Products, Logistics &

existing customers and that shows the

live demonstrations of screen printing

Transportation industries.
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Screen News

AIFMP initiative: February 24th
be declared 'Intl. Printer’s Day'

It has approached
President of India,
other ministries,
UNO and UNESCO

till date. Victor Hugo rightly said –”The
invention of printing is the greatest
event in the history. It is mother of all
revolution, a renewal of human means
of expression from its very basis”.
Just to remember the unsung
revolutionaries of print world who
Printing has much longer

with their determination and will

history and influence to human

printers and allied associations world
over to send similar request to the UNO
and UNESCO, because the lone efforts
of AIFMP may not be sufficient to see
this effort come to fruition.

power have transformed not only

It will be a befitting tribute the unsung

civilization and it is the most

printing but the civilization, AIFMP has

revolutionaries of the print world, who,

impartment tool to inherit knowledge

approached to the President of India

with their determination and will power

and information to following generations

and various other ministries to declare

transformed

of human kind. History of the Printing

24th February as ‘Intl. Printers’ Day’.

civilization itself, Prof. Chopra added. He

is the history of the civilisation itself.

Similar request was sent to the UNO

said, Printers throughout the world will

Printing is the foundation stone of

and UNESCO also. Speaking on the

feel encouraged to take maximum and

modern civilization and is considered

occasion, Prof. Kamal Chopra, President

intense interest for social welfare and

to be the biggest invention of mankind

AIFMP said, we have sent request to the

development of the industry.

not

only

printing,

but

OEKO-TEX® announces
partnership with ZDHC
leading brands and contributors
that are also members of the

Looks forward to
collaboration with
other member
brands, contributors

ZDHC

Program.

Collectively,

to

we believe that industry-wide
change in responsible chemicals
management,

sustainability,

and

transparency is possible.
OEKO-TEX®

is

joining

the

the

STANDARD

100,

includes changes that more
fully support the ZDHC goals.
“OEKO-TEX® has long been committed
to helping companies reduce the use

Zero
been

of toxic chemicals throughout their

companies

supply chains,” says Georg Dieners,

long supported the vision of globally

produce safer textiles and operate

OEKO-TEX® General Secretary. “We

implementing

green

more sustainably. The STANDARD 100

look forward to engaging actively with

chemistry and best practices in the

by OEKO-TEX® is the global benchmark

the ZDHC and its other members to

textile, apparel, and footwear industries

for textile products that have been

achieve the milestones set forth in the

in

tested

harmful

Joint Roadmap to eliminate hazardous

workers, and the environment. It looks

levels of more than 300 concerning

chemicals from the supply chain by

forward to collaboration with other

chemicals. The latest annual update

2020.”

Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals

Since

(ZDHC)

committed

order

Program.

to

OEKO-TEX®

sustainable/

protect

has

consumers,

1992,

to

OEKO-TEX®
to

be

helping

free

has

from
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Labelexpo Southeast Asia
to debut in Thailand
Global Series expands footprint into booming market
The

organizer

Labelexpo
events

of

Global
has

the
Series

announced

the launch of Labelexpo
Southeast Asia. Focused on
the region’s strong and fast
growing market, the latest edition to the worldwide event portfolio
will take place May 10-12, 2018 at BITEC in Bangkok, Thailand.
Like other Labelexpo events, the new three-day trade show
guarantees to attract label and package printing converters/
printers, brand owners, designers and industry suppliers. Large
delegations are expected to attend from Thailand, Indonesia,
Vietnam, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and across the
wider region including Japan, South Korea, Australasia and Taiwan.

PRINTING INK
PORTFOLIO
• SCREEN
• INKJET
• PAD
• LIQUID COATINGS

Showcasing the latest label and packaging solutions, new
innovations will be presented with over 200 exhibitors expected
to participate at the inaugural event.

India plans to go beyond
100 GW target for solar
FICCI session highlights new technology benefits
FICCI organized a session
on

‘India’s

Solar

Opportunities

Story:
and

Perspectives’ at the World
Future Energy Summit on
the outlines of the visit of
Minister of Power, Coal, New
& Renewable Energy & Mines Piyush Goyal and the accompanying
high level Business Delegation to Abu Dhabi during January 1518, 2017. The panel discussion highlighted the current solar
energy landscape in India and the opportunities it presents for
manufacturing, project development, grid integration, financing
and investment, given that India is set to become the third largest

Precision Solutions for
Industrial Decoration and
Marking
Benefit from our vast industrial experience.
We are the right partner for the integration
of various printing processes into your
production.
Your link to ink:
www.marabu-inks.com

solar market globally. Minister Piyush Goyal said that the 100
gigawatt target for solar should not be a constraint. India won't
stop at 100 GW. With the advent of new technology in storage, we
are poised for huge growth. Solar growth will support landowners

Or scan QR-Code:

to derive income and solar industry to build their business.
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Screen News

UL and Ricoh partner to offer
3D printing training program
The

3D

printing

training

program

will integrate UL’s three-tier training
system,

which

covers

Promote progress
of additive
manufacturing
technologies

everything

from introductory industry topics, to
advanced

Imaging

and

electronics

design,

to

technical,

process, business and quality and safety

hands-on learning. As part of the

courses.” "Ricoh and UL are working

collaboration, UL will equip Ricoh

to accelerate the adoption of additive

experts with the tools necessary

manufacturing

to pass on this training. In other

company Ricoh USA, Inc. and
global safety science company
UL have teamed up to offer an additive
manufacturing training program to their
clients. Together they will promote the

words, UL will offer its “train-thetrainer” program to Ricoh 3D printing
specialists who will then give 3D printing
training classes to UL and Ricoh clients.

through

our

shared

manufacturing and innovation services,”
said Simin Zhou, UL Vice President of
UL Digital Manufacturing. “By leveraging
Ricoh's extensive expertise in services
and training, along with its significant

advancement of additive manufacturing

icoh will first begin by offering the

infrastructure of manufacturing centers,

technologies by combining UL’s additive

first two tiers of the training program,

we can drive AM knowledge into the

manufacturing

which are “foundational level learning”

manufacturing sector faster and more

and “more complex design, material,

consistently.”

training

and

Ricoh’s

services and training expertise.

Apsom Infotex acquires Delhi
based UV Printers
and bring to the table, more than a

The sole distributor
of Dilli, Korea
brings with it
over a decade of
experience
Apsom

Infotex,

decade of experience. UV printing
is a sunrise segment in the wide
format

printing

industry

on

our customers” said Kirti Vijay

account of its ecological benefits
and versatile printing ability across all

Sharma.
Added M S Dadu, Founder, Apsom

signage formats.

the

distribution

The entire range of UV printing solutions

organization for leading

brands like

from DilliUV, Korea will now be marketed

Infotex; “Acquisition of UV Printers –
industry leaders in UV printing business
is the strategic decision for us, today

Roland and Colorjet has acquired Delhi

by

based UV Printers, the sole distributors

leadership of Kirti Vijay Sharma. “The

of Dilli, Korea – a technology leader in

large format printing business is moving

the UV printing segment. UV printers

into the consolidation phase, and it was

the acquisition of UV Printers enables

founded by Kriti Vijay Sharma is the

the right time for UVPrinters to associate

us to do that. This shall further give us

leading supplier for UV Printing solutions

with Apsom Infotex for enhanced reach

boost to maintain our leadership position

in various segments like signage, glass,

and driving business synergies so that

so that we continue to offer more and

ceramic tiles, furniture and fixtures, etc.

we can offer better value preposition to

more value to our customers."

Apsom

Infotex

Ltd.

under

the

success is all about offering more value
to your customers at the same price and
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Snapshots

Special guest at CKP
Food Fest inauguration
Raj Thackeray, Founder of the MNS was a special
guest at the CKP Food Fest, which was held from
January 20-22, 2017 at CKP Hall, Thane. The
event, which highlights traditional CKP style food
items with a 'home cooked' food positioning, is
the brainchild of Sameer Gupte, Founder, Kirti
Agencies, Thane, the leading suppliers of screen
printing materials, inks, paper and related products. He is also Chairman at CKP
Chamber of Commerce & Industry as well as Founder and Organiser at CKP Food
Fest.

New Asia voice to
chair IHMA
chairman - a move that comes in the face of

Amma Colours
CEO meets
Rajnikanth

continuing demand for authentication and brand

A. T. Ganeshan, CEO of Amma

protection

Colours, leading suppliers of textile

Manoj Kochar has been appointed as new IHMA

holograms

that

provide

effective

security devices to counter global threats. The Asia region is seeing a significant

printing inks, materials, chemicals

amount of hologram industry activity and growth, with China still the major source of

and accessories, as well as Secretary,

counterfeit and pirated consumer goods. The IHMA, a not-for-profit organisation that

Thirupur Textiles Printing Dyes Dealers

promotes authentication and security holograms worldwide, has also confirmed its

Association

Board for 2017. Manoj Kochar will join current Board members XiaoDong Liu, founder

well known actor Rajnikanth at his

and CEO of Henan Province Wellking Technologies Co. Ltd, in China; and Nuray

Chennai residence. Ganeshan Says

Yilmaz of Turkey’s MTM Bilisim Arge Yazilim ve Guvenlik Teknolojileri San Ticaret. A.S.

"Rajnikanth is my family friend and a

Rohit Mistry of Holographic Security Marking Systems will remain as the IHMA’s Asia

well wisher. He is a strong believer of

regional representative.

spirituality. He is also a practitioner of

(TIPDA)

recently

met

yoga and meditation. Rajinikanth has

Mini shoes at Marabu
booth draw crowds
Marabu has printed some mini shoes with their
pad printing ink TampaTex TPX at the Marabu
headquarter and is distributing these shoes
in exhibitions at the Marabu booth. These
promotional items are obviously the center of attraction drawing huge crowds.
Marabu has been a synonym for high-quality specialist paints with the quality seal
“Made in Germany” for over 150 years. Development and production of our range of
currently 20,000 products are always focused on the customers and on the market.
With experience, competence and an eye for detail. Their two successful divisions
manufacture products which are extremely user-friendly. Whether inks for special
printing processes or paints for hobby and crafts, Marabu is the leader in both.

received numerous awards for many
of his films mostly in Tamil. Most of
Rajinikanth's

philanthropic

activities

went unpublicised because he did
not want them to be so." We talked
about development of taking place
in Tamilnadu and overall economic
situation around the globe, the Amma
Colours CEO and TIPDA Secretary
shared. The main aim for forming
TIDPA has been to unite and support
textile

screen

printing

needs

of

garment exporters, give them guidance
and updates on the printing industry.
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NPES and VDMA release
packaging study
NPES

The

Association

for Suppliers of Printing,
Publishing and Converting
Technologies
VDMA,

the

Engineering

and
Mechanical
Industry

Association of Germany
have released their joint comprehensive study, "Worldwide
Market for Print 2.0: Global Opportunities in Packaging." A
team of consultants from The Economist Intelligence Unit, the
business information arm of The Economist Group and world's
leading provider of country intelligence, worked closely with
a joint task force of NPES and VDMA member companies to
conduct the most comprehensive research and analysis to
date on the global print packaging market for this first ever
co-produced study by NPES and VDMA. Total world packaging
revenues grew from $231 billion ($U.S.) in 2011 to $242 billion
in 2015, and between 2015 and 2020 print packaging global
revenues are projected to grow by 18% or $44 billion to $286
billion in 2020.

HID global announces new
secure citizen id cards
HID

Global®

announced
the

has

one

world's

of
most

secure citizen ID cards,
featuring

technologies

that have been proven
in its customers' awardwinning

national

passport and other government ID programs, such as the Irish
Passport Card. Extending the benefits of its Optical Secure
Media (OSM) card, the company has created an OSM Multitech
card that is one of the most secure citizen ID cards on the
market. "Our OSM cards have set the standard for combining
visual, digital and physical security while delivering the highest
levels of card durability," said Rob Haslam, VP and Managing
Director, Government ID Solutions with HID Global. To maximise
the security of the card, issuers can laser-engrave information
on its front side, engrave and encode identity information in
the OSM stripe on the card's back side, and encode identity
information on the microcontroller chip inside the card.
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Snapshots

Modi Enterprise exhibits @ Plastivision India
Mumbai based Modi Enterprises, founded by B. N. Modi, displayed its extensive range of offerings
during the recently held Plastvision India 2017. Modi Enterprises are leading importers of stamping
foil and wooden foil which is used to create visual interest and appeal. These are a natural choice
when considering adding value, decorating and enhancing products. B. N. Modi shared, "Plastivision
India 2017 is an important event for the plastics industry and by our participation we meet our existing
customers as well as get new leads. We are in the industry from last 25 years and have customer base
all over India. This was a good opportunity for us to interact with our existing clients and also expand
our customer base. We are happy with the enthusiastic response to our stall and the products offered
by us during Plastvision India 2017 and look forward to participating in more such events."

TIPDA
supports
Jallikattu
The

Thirupur

Printing

Dyes

Kasturi Lal & Sons, Meerut
facilitate fitness enthusiasts
Kasturi Lal & Sons of Meerut is a proprietorship firm engaged in
Textiles
Dealers

Association (TIPDA), Tirupur, took an active part in the 'Save
Jallikattu' initiatives organised during January 2017. Jallikattu
is practised in Tamilnadu as a part of Pongal celebrations.
Animal welfare concerns are related to the handling of the

manufacturing an excellent quality range of sports wear, sports
short, skin fit sportswear, sport track pants and sublimation
t-shirts. The firm facilitated fitness enthusiasts the during the
mini-marathon on the occasion of Army Day in Meerut on
January 21, 2017. Shivinder Sharma, CEO, shared, "Leading
people participate in such events. We provided sublimation

bulls before they are released and also during competitor's

printed t-shirts for the Meerut Marathon. Meerut is also known

attempts to subdue the bull. Several hundreds of protesters

as the 'Sports City Of India' and for being the starting point

conducted a rally at Chennai Marina opposing the ban on

of 1857 rebellion for the freedom of the country. Army Day

Jallikattu. TIPDA believes that by standing united, all the

is celebrated on January

members will grow together in the printing industry. TIPDA

15 every year in India, in

has been playing a role in social causes and initiated as well as

recognition of Lieutenant

planned various social activities like tree plantation and blood

General K. M. Cariappa's

donation also. The association has been conceptualised with

taking over as the first

the objective of facilitating growth and helping members

Commander-in-Chief of the

progress.

Indian Army.

AIFMP connects with printers via new App
India with 250,000 printing companies is world leader. In an effort to reach each and every printer
of India AIFMP decided to launch its own App. Necessity of the App was strongly felt when it was
noticed that about 80 per cent of printers are living in tire two or three cities. The App was launched by
Prof. Kamal Chopra, President AIFMP during Governing Council meeting held at New Delhi, recently.
Speaking on the occasion, Tushar Dhote said, that the App is equipped to give all the relevant
information about AIFMP with quite a few interesting features. The App is still in developing stage and
it is being developed as extremely user friendly, which can offer required support instantly. AIFMP is
perhaps the first and only printers association in India to launch the App. Currently App is available on
android and shall be made available on iOS shortly.
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Snapshots

Advertising to grow at
16.8% in 2016: report
A report by Madison and advertising magazine
Pitch predict a marginally slower rate of growth
for most advertising media except digital. India’s
advertising market is expected to expand 16.8% in
2016 to Rs.51,365 crore, as companies invest heavily in brand promotions to gain
market share, according to the Pitch Madison Advertising Report 2016. The annual
report, jointly published by media agency Madison and advertising magazine Pitch,
predicted a marginally slower rate of growth for most advertising media except
digital. The estimated advertising growth rate is also lower than the 17.6% the sector
achieved in 2015.

Screenways MD
donates blood
Suryakant

Mistry,

Managing

Director, Screenways, a key member
of the screen printing industry,
participated in the blood donation
camp orgainsed by shree gurjar
sutar

Vishwakarma

Mandal

at

Vishwakarma Hall, Vile Parle (W),
Mumbai. He is also one of the active
committee member.
He donated blood for the noble
cause and opined that if individuals
like him who are loooked up to
within the industry show willingness
to donate blood and set an example,
it will inspire others to follow suit as
well.
Today in the developed world, most
blood donors are unpaid volunteers
who donate blood for a community
supply. Where established supplies
are limited, donors usually give
blood when family or friends need
a transfusion (directed donation).
The amount of blood drawn and the
methods vary. Such events where
donors come to donate blood are
often set up at a location in the
community such as a shopping
center, workplace, school or place
of worship.

drupa 2020 dates
brought forward
drupa 2020, the trade fair for printing technologies
will be held from June 16 to 26, 2020. The dates
have been brought forward by one week. This
was agreed by the drupa Committee and Messe
Düsseldorf at their meeting on 15 February 2017. The key argument for this decision
was the fact that in some European countries as well as German states the summer
holidays would have already started during the initially planned dates (23 June to 3 July
2020). By changing the dates Messe Düsseldorf is responding to requests voiced by
both exhibitors and visitors alike. Explaining the move Werner Dornscheidt, President
and CEO of Messe Düsseldorf, said: “When we decided to stick to the 4-year cycle of
drupa in consultation with the leading representatives of the industry during drupa
2016, the majority of holiday dates had not been published yet.”

Printing material
supplier stands for
elections as candidate
Yusuf Rangwala, a leading and dynamic industry
player, CEO, Stardom Gliiters, one of the leading
suppliers of gliiter power and textile printing materials and

founder of NGO

(Supporting Hand Foundation) is standing for election from Ward No.: 220 as an
independent candidate. His symbol is the 'Slate.' Actively involved in social causes,
Yusuf Rangwala, hails from Mumbai, a city where people from different communities
and cultures bond and celebrate festivals together. Through the Foundation, last he
brought an idol of Lord Ganesha and observed the stipulated rituals. On the 11th day,
when the idol is immersed in water (known as visarjan day), the NGO organised and
provided Wada Pav (Also known as the 'Indian burger' with potato filling) along with
water to 2,500 devotees in the Masjid Bunder and Mohamad Ali Road area.
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Kornit Digital launches Avalanche R-Series
Direct-to-garment printing system with with ink recirculation system
The new R-Series versions will replace
the current systems. The capabilities of
the R-Series are also available for existing
Avalanche Hexa and Avalanche 1000
installations as an upgrade, from January
31. The Kornit Avalanche Hexa R-Series
includes six color channels plus white, for
Kornit Digital, a global market leader

Both systems are commercially available

in digital textile printing technology,

from January 31 in a new ‘R-Series’

has announced the launch of its new

version, with a recirculating ink system as

Avalanche R-Series with ink recirculation

the primary innovation. This technology,

system.

which Kornit already uses in the Storm

Kornit’s

Avalanche

platform

is

the

series, the Allegro and the Vulcan,

direct-to-garment

optimizes print quality, reliability and ink

printing system. The two most recent

efficiency of the new Avalanches. As a

configurations were the Avalanche Hexa

result, users of the Avalanche R-Series

with six-color-plus white support and the

benefit from up to 20% ink savings and

Avalanche 1000 which has been designed

faster system availability after the start-

for uncompromised speed.

up process.

company’s

flagship

a wider gamut and improved spot color
handling. Users can easily reproduce the
true colors of licensed sports teams and
accurately match corporate logos with
fiery reds, warm yellows, deep blues
and greens, vivid purples and many
more. Designed for the mass production
of garments, Kornit’s Avalanche 1000
R-Series

has

dual

pallet

industrial

production capability, and is a very robust
platform designed for heavy duty use.
www.kornit.com

Autohaze Extra unveiled
A powerful new addition to the Autotype range of haze removers
'one pot' haze remover for the most
stubborn stains. Supplied as a creamy
paste for economical use, it works in
under 8 minutes. It is ideal for busy print
shops or where maximum haze removal
performance is needed.
Perfect for the most stubborn stains,

Autohaze Extra, a powerful new addition

The strongest haze remover in the

to the Autotype range of haze removers,

Autotype range, Autohaze is an 'all in one'

is launched by MacDermid Autotype.

haze remover for occasional use on very

This rapid acting haze remover is easy

stubborn stains. This very strong haze

to apply and has been formulated to

remover will eliminate virtually any stain

reclaiming. It negates the need for an

or ghost image left on the screen that

additional solvent application. Autohaze

other haze removers won't touch. Use

is designed for occasional use only for

Autokleen Plus for regular use and either

removing very difficult screen stains, for

Autohaze Extra or Autohaze for the most

regular use, it is recommended to use

difficult stains.

Autokleen Plus.

It is a very strong caustic and solvent

www.autotype.macdermid.com

deliver outstanding results, with ‘like
new’ screens ready in just 10 minutes.
Its exceptional cleaning performance
works on a range of stains from industrial
to textile inks and graphic inks to stencil
stains.

Autohaze

has

been

formulated

for

effective removal of hazes and ghost
images

commonly

left

after

stencil
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DTS GRANDE - possibilities for print on leather
New revolutionary direct to substrate inkjet printer
wide color range to satisfy even the
most demanding applications.
Technical details of Azon DTS : Printing
technology : Ink-jet (Micro Piezo Head),
Printing size : Max 400mm x 600mm,
max thickness 100mm, Ink : C, M, Y, K,
LC, LM, LK, LLK, Print speed : 200mm
Azon DTS Grande is new revolutionary

lasting and full-color prints on any

x 254mm prints from 1:18 sec to 6:25 /

direct

type of leather: animal leather, vinyl,

Normal is 2:00, 280mm x 356mm prints

Designed especially for leather printing,

artificial leather, suede etc.

from 2:27 to 10:55 / Normal is 3:25,

this digital all-purpose flatbed printer

On that way the ink is in line with the

406mm x 508mm prints from 4:07

to

substrate

inkjet

printer.

can produce beautiful full-color prints

printed surface and becomes a part of

to 18:57 / Normal is 6:07, Interface :

on any surface faster and cheaper than

printed material, giving it more natural

LAN network, Environment conditions

on any other printer, or technologies

look than ever before.

: Temperature 20 to 30°C, Humidity

like thermal transfer or screen printing.
It is very easy to use and has a highprofit return.
Innovative technology provides long-

Azon Grande will meet any high volume
printing requirements with its printable

45 to 80% RH, Printer software : Win
7/8/10 and Mac driver, Material used

surface 600 x 800 mm and outstanding,

Glass, metal, stone, wood, plastics,…

razor - sharp 1440 dpi resolution and

www.azonprinter.com

Drytac to debut new Protac Anti-Bacterial film
Drytac’s new Protac Anti-Bacterial film. This 150µ textured polyester laminating film
exhibitions and POP displays, whilst
its clarity ensures that no colours are
diminished.
ReTac Textures
Drytac

will

also

launch

its

ReTac

Textures 150µ (6 mil) printable, matte
Drytac Europe leading manufacturer
of self-adhesive materials for the print,
label and industrial markets will shortly
launch a wide variety of films.
New - Protac Anti-Bacterial
Drytac’s new Protac Anti-Bacterial film.
This 150µ textured polyester laminating
film has a durable antibacterial additive
which
from

offers
mould

contamination

reliable

protection

growth

and

bacterial

such

as

MRSA,

Streptococcus, E.coli, Salmonella and
more. The reverse side is coated with
a pressure-sensitive, solvent acrylic
adhesive, protected with a siliconised
polyester release liner.
Protac Anti-Bacterial laminating film
is ideal for use in environments where
hygiene is of particular importance,
such as schools, nurseries, restaurants/
cafeterias and hospitals. Its textured
finish gives it good resistance to
abrasions, making it also useful for

white polymeric PVC film with ReTac
ultra-removable

adhesive.

It

comes

in two embossed finishes - Linen and
Canvas - which add depth and visual
appeal to static, flat graphics. Ideal for
custom wall murals, interior décor, retail
displays, trade show graphics, textured
labels and more, ReTac Textures is
flame resistant and compatible with
(eco)solvent, UV and latex printing
technologies.
www.drytac.com
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Nassenger PRO 60 Inkjet Textile Printer
Realization of an all-in-one inkjet textile printing solution
dryer and textile winder to produce a
compact all-in-one print system with a
footprint of approximately 10m2.
Enhanced

9-color

gamut

and

color

reproduction.
Lineup of light to dark tones and special
colors based on CMYK for even richer
Konica Minolta has long been engaged

environmentally considerate and energy

in the development of the piezo inkjet

saving.

printhead and its application to various

colors.
In addition, the ink lineup features

Maximum print speed: 60m2 / hour :

reactive-dye, disperse-dye and acid-dye

Compatible with high to low-speed

types.

High-density, high-performance water

production of 9m2 - 60m2 / hour and

based

nine

short-run sample printing to high volume

Capable of handling a maximum fabric

printheads

printing. Capable of printing high-quality

industrial products.

inkjet

512-nozzle

printhead
high-density

with

width of up to 1,800 mm : Capable of
handling fabric widths up to 1,800mm,

developed by Konica Minolta.

images.

Wide slim printhead enables compact

Textile unwinding, printing, drying and

head-carriage design. In addition, the on-

textile winding functions all in one :

clothing to interior fabrics.

demand shared-mode piezo heads are

Integration of textile unwinder, printer,

www.konicaminolta.in

the unit is ideal for a wide range of
fabric printing applications ranging from

WILFLEX™ ONE Special Effect Inks
Formulated to be non-PVC with performance and durability to withstand the toughest testing
the toughest brand testing requirements
in the market today.
The textile industry covers a wide variety
of applications ranging from apparel
and carpets to vehicle upholstery and
furniture, and all of these come with a long
list of challenges that need to be met by
Bring out the best in your prints with

unique concepts into your designs. These

brands and manufacturers. Adding value

unique surface textures, reflective inks,

inks can help you turn your inspirations

to your supply chain is what Wilflex does

glow-in-the-dark and more. These special

into reality, including inks that are

best, whether it’s with market-leading

effect inks are formulated to be non-

reflective or glow in the dark.

polymer

PVC with the performance and durability
to

withstand

requirements.

the

toughest

testing

Wilflex One has special

effect inks to enhance any of your next
designs.

Design your next prints with hidden
designs or messages using the clear
reflective ink that is invisible in daylight
but sparkles with brilliance upon contact
with a flash or light beam. All Wilflex One

Wilflex™ One Special Applications are

special effects are formulated to be non-

designed to help you add different and

PVC with excellent wash durability against

materials,

innovative

fiber

coloration systems or high-performance
screen printing inks. Wilflex understands
the need for sustainable solutions that
maximize

production

efficiency

and

flexibility while enabling you to meet
performance demands.
www.polyone.com
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Haptic effects on glass with UVGL-RH/-RL
Can be used to overprint and emphasize coloured accents, can be colourised also
individually, but especially in the case
of UVGL-RH, flow problems may arise.
• Can be used to overprint and emphasize
coloured accents.
• Can be colourised with max. 15% UVGL
basic shades in order to create nontransparent haptic effects with only
The sense of touch and texture are the

the high viscosity varnish (UVGL-RH) are

first sensory experiences for a human

used in designs covering smaller areas,

being. With UVGL-RH/-RL a high build

such as lines, text, and some logos while

text or motif, normally achieved from the

blends containing a high proportion of

glass mould, can be printed.

the low viscosity varnish (UVGL-RL) are

Due to the infinitely variable mixing ratios
a whole range of different effects can be

best suited to larger areas, to achieve
beautiful, even deposits.

printed. The blending possibilities allow

The relief varnishes UVGL-RH/-RL :

just the right printing adjustments for

• Can

thick or thin ink films.
Mixtures containing a high proportion of

be

mixed

and

printed

for

transparent effects.
• Can

theoretically

also

be

used

one printing process.
Particularly in the case of high ink deposit,
it is thus possible to create opaque prints
despite the rather low amount of colour.
However, in this case, extra care must be
taken to ensure adequate UV-curing.

Marabu is a world-leading manufacturer
of screen, digital and pad printing inks. It
develops and manufactures high-quality
inks for graphic and industrial applications.
www.marabu.com

Vastex introduces Wall Mount Pallet Rack
Ideal for organising and storing of screen printing palletsmade of heavy-gauge carbon steel
The rack can be assembled in less than
one hour, and is warrantied for one year.
Vastex offers over 20 types of pallets in a
range of sizes for screen printing on tees,
all-over tees, long sleeves, pant legs,
hoodies, caps/brims, umbrellas, koozies,
signage and hard goods.
Vastex International has introduced a new

frame member allow fastening to any

Wall Mount Pallet Rack for organising

wood, metal or masonry wall. “The new

The company also manufactures three

and storing of screen printing pallets,

rack allows operators to keep pallets in

series of manual screen printing presses

according to Mark Vasilantone, President.

a convenient location for quick and easy

for start-up to high-volume commercial

pallet changes while consuming less

applications, as well as athletic numbering

floor space than self-standing and mobile

systems, screen registration systems,

pallet racks,” he said.

infrared conveyor dryers, flash cure units,

Also called a "pallet tree," the unit is
constructed of heavy-gauge carbon steel
with durable baked-enamel finish, and
measures 137 cm tall x 16.5 cm wide x
30.5 cm deep.
Vertically-aligned 5 mm holes in the rear

It accommodates up to six pallets of
Vastex V-2000HD, V-1000 and V-100
Series presses, as well as most other
makes using available adapters.

screen exposing units, screen drying
cabinets, washout booths and complete
screen printing shop systems.
www.vastex.com
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Flatbed UV-LED Inkjet Printer

Casestudy
Moveon Co., Ltd.（Tokyo）(Sign maker, electronic device manufacturer)
Oﬃcial ONLINE SHOP：navipota.com

Mr. Nakamura, President

Challenges

Improvements

To expand our business into new ﬁelds, we must
install products that are made with reliable
technologies and supported by secure
technical service to meet large-volume orders
in short delivery times.

Mimaki products satisﬁes various customer demands
and enables the in-house manufacturing of various products.
In addition, the increased productivity brought by these
products allows us to fulﬁll large-volume orders in short delivery
times. The company is planning to increase its investment in
facilities and equipment.

Mr. Nakamura launched Moveon, an electronic hardware manufacturing company, in 2007.
Since then, the company has been manufacturing GPS navigation devices and portable chargers for mobile devices.
The number of Mimaki products in the company has gradually increased as the business has expanded. Mr. Nakamura
talked to us about the history of the company and why he chose Mimaki products.

Mimaki UV inkjet printer UJF-3042MkⅡ and the new print service “Skepi”
During the period of transition from feature phones to smartphones, the number of smartphone
users rapidly increased. Accordingly, the smartphone accessory market also became very active.
Thus, I decided to sell smartphone cases; however, our company cannot compete in the
smartphone accessory market if we cannot oﬀer a diﬀerentiated product or service.
Thus, we started Skepi, a quick, custom printing service in 2013.
Before launching Skepi, we had to shift the print production base from China to Japan in order to
manage the production processes for realizing quality printing and fast delivery.
UJF-3042MkⅡ is capable of high-speed printing onto various smartphone cases, and no minimum
order quantity is required; thus, the UJF-3042MkⅡ was chosen for Skepi. As expected, Skepi has
been satisfying the needs of various customers and has received positive feedback.

Advantages of the UJF-3042MkⅡ
We have been using the UJF-3042MkⅡ printer for printing smartphone cases.
However, new print orders for cartoon characters have increased
(e.g., requests to print characters on key chains or similar items).
"We rediscovered the advantages of the UJF-3042MkⅡ through these new orders.
The ﬁrst advantage is the printing speed; character-printing orders tend to require a short delivery
time. For example, one order received in the morning needed to be shipped out in the evening.
A diﬀerent order required us to print tens of thousands of items in one week. The UJF-3042MkⅡ is
always able to accomplish these orders with extraordinarily fast turn-around times.
Simultaneous white and color printing capability is the strongest advantage of this printer
because the printers of competitors cannot achieve it.

Reliable and fast Mimaki technical service assists
large-volume print production

UJF-3042MkⅡ has brought added value to Move-on products.

Higher product durability is required to handle large amounts of printing orders. Our maximum
production volume is seventy thousand items per month; if the printer stops operating, our
customers might incur signiﬁcant delays. Thanks to the reliable Mimaki products and fast technical
service, we can take large-volume orders without hesitation. We are also satisﬁed with the running
cost and print quality provided by Mimaki products.

MIMAKI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
DSM 19 & 20 Ground ﬂoor, DLF Tower, Shivaji Marg, New Delhi -110015 INDIA
＋91-11- 4905 - 6175 info.india@mimakieng.com

india.mimaki.com
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Industry Voices

Is this the time to consolidate or explore new
opportunities ?
This is Screen Print India's interactive platform where industry colleagues can share their observations and
perceptions on key issues based on their experience and expertise. We look forward to insightful comments and
inputs that increase awareness levels and help propel industry growth with each subsequent issue. Do write in with
your feedback, we look forward to your e-mails and letters.

Rajendra Rajage
Umrao Automation (P) Ltd., Vasai

Viren Shah
Om Vir Print O Pack, Mumbai

There are optimists and pessimists in

When we ask ourselves the question,

every walk of life. Some will say that

‘Is this the time to consolidate or

a glass of water is half empty and
others will say that it is half full. In my
opinion, neither of them is wrong. Both of them are right
from their respective point of view. The point is whether
that quantity of water is sufficient to slake your thirst or not.
If it is, great, no need to bother. And if it isn’t, then you need
to get more. The same logic applies to the question, ‘Is this
the time to consolidate or explore new opportunities?’ If
you are making sufficient profit and can manage just the

explore new opportunities?’ there
are two aspects involved. The first
relates to the economy and industry scenario whereas the
other is about our capacity for the same. Looking at the
present situation not just across India but globally, there
is an air of acceptance tinged with the desire to break free
as well. The scenario is not very conducive to growth but
then isn’t that exactly how one is supposed to leapfrog
over the competition? By being bold and taking strides
forward when others hesitate to do so? The situation may

number of clients that are in hand, then there is no need to

not be ideal or conducive but it is not negative either. The

make efforts. However, if you feel there is scope for taking

basic hurdle that needs to be overcome is the sentiment

on more work, then by all means explore options.

prevailing in the market now.

Vivek Sharma
Iutex, New Delhi

H. M. Shivakumar,
Snab Graphix (India), Bangalore

Is this the time to consolidate or

So many political and policy changes

explore

My

have taken place in recent months

answer to this question is that

that the question, ‘Is this the time

everything seems difficult when you

to

new

opportunities?

consolidate

or

explore

new

attempt it the first time. However, once that initial barrier is

opportunities?’ appears to be a reminder of the fact that

overcome, the prospect seems less daunting. The first step

we too have a role to play in the decisions that drive our

is difficult but after that, the path becomes much easier. I

businesses in different directions. To those who prefer to

believe this holds true for both scenarios. Whether this is

wait and watch, I would recommend consolidation. Nothing

the time to consolidate (gear up for it now) or explore new

risked nothing gained is an adage they would not be able to

opportunities (again, gear up for it now), what matters is

relate with. Those who boldly go where no one has gone

how you approach the task. Without proper planning and a

before would be advised a touch of caution. Explore new

systematic step by step approach, even consolidation can

opportunities in groups, using industry relevant platforms

go haywire. And of one is careful in doing the home work

that are reliable and trusted. By all means venture forth and

and identifies the right opportunities than even expansion

seize the day as that attitude alone will keep the Indian flag

can be swift and sure.

flying high across the globe.
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Upcoming

More time to seize growth opportunities
Screen Print East Africa will now be held from October 29-31, 2017 at Visa Oshwal
Centre, Nairobi, Kenya, with co-located events Sublimating Ideas Expo, Sign Expo
and Label Show

T

he Screen Print India exhibition, an

experienced in 2014 was reversed in 2015,

immensely popular B2B show concept,

which recorded a growth rate of 5.6 per cent

with a successful track record of over

compared to 5.3 per cent in 2014. Kenya’s

two decades is being extended to East Africa

economy is projected to grow at a rate higher

this year. The show, titled Screen Print East

than the Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) average.

Africa will now be held from October 29-31,

Growth is expected to continue to be driven

2017 at Visa Oshwal Centre, Nairobi, Kenya,

by investment and household consumption,

with co-located events Sublimating Ideas

and a stable macroeconomic environment

Expo, Sign Expo and Label Show.

through prudent fiscal and monetary policy.

The dates have been revised due to the

Kenya’s overall governance performance has

elections announced there as well as requests

improved. Notable achievements include the

from leading brands that needed to wait till

institutionalization of performance contract

the new fiscal begins to allocate the amount

system

required. This three-day international show

initiatives such as Huduma Centres.

will cover a wide range of segments such
as screen printing, textile printing, digital
printing,

label

printing

and

sublimation

printing, providing a rare opportunity to seize
business growth opportunities.

and

innovative

service

delivery

Manufacturing in Kenya accounts for 65 per
cent of the industrial sector real GDP. The
sector is improving in absolute terms with
regard to indicators such as sector value
added and formal employment. To address

The Kenya Economic Report 2016 focuses

high production costs, the Government has

on recent performance of Kenya’s economy,

embarked on key energy and infrastructural

medium term prospects, and how fiscal

projects that are yielding positive results;

decentralization can support the realization

Kenya’s ranking in the World Bank’s doing

of

the

goals

socio-economic

of

devolution,

especially,

business ranking improved from position 129

development.

According

in 2015 to 108 in 2016. The domestic retail

to the report, Kenya’s growth prospects

and wholesale trade sector has been evolving

remain positive and robust. The economy is

with greater concentration of firms as well

projected to expand at a rate of 5.9 per cent

as developments in electronic commerce,

in 2016 and further to 6.2 percent in 2017.

making Kenya a regional business hub.

This is predicated on a stable macroeconomic
environment, improved security environment,
and structural reforms that enhance the
business environment in the various sectors
of the economy.
The slowdown in economic growth that was

Screen Print India has always been among the
world’s leading and Asia’s finest exhibitions
with a sustained track record since 1994.
The East Africa foray has been envisaged
after considerable research and interface
with members of the printing industry in
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Screen Print India
has always been
among the world’s leading
and Asia’s finest exhibitions
with a sustained track
record since 1994.

that country. It will be a win-win situation for

Visitor profile will comprise leading Industrial

all those who are part of these four printing

Screen Printers, Technicians, Consultants,

industry segments.

Professionals, Entrepreneurs, Products or

The show will provide exhibitors with a
dedicated, focused platform to broaden their
business horizons while visitors will have a rare

Service Providers to End-Users who are
employing Screen Printing, Textile Printing,
Digital Printing, Sublimation Printing and Label

opportunity to experience how the printing

Printing as a substantial part of their process.

industry from across the globe congregates at

Everybody knows that the screen printing

East Africa.

industry has tremendous potential. The need

The Exhibitor Profile at Screen Print East Africa

of the hour is to tap that potential and grow

2017 will encompass Technology Drivers,

in tandem with the industry. Networking on

Knowledge

Manufacturers,

a formal and informal level, keeping oneself

Distributors, Dealers, Service Providers and

updated on the latest developments, joining

Allied, contributing to any process of Screen

hands with new business partners, attending

Printing, Textile Printing, Digital Printing,

knowledge seminars are crucial steps. Being

Sublimation Printing and Label Printing.

at Screen Print East Africa 2017 will provide

Transferees,

Continuing the fine traditions of the parent

opportunities for all this and more.

brand, Screen Print East Africa 2017 with co-

Screen Print India's sustained track record and

located events Sublimating Ideas Expo, Sign

the fact that it is presented by a reputed event

Expo and Label Show to be held concurrently

organiser – Aditya Exposition (P) Ltd., ensures

will attract visitors from across Africa as well as

much-needed confidence for exhibitors and

delegations from countries across the globe;

visitors. Being held bi-annually in Mumbai

focused footfalls that are genuinely interested

since its inception two decades ago.

in exploring business opportunities and new
technologies.

www.screenprinteastafrica.com
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Upcoming

Direct servo drive cylinder press

Gifu factory

The 7th Sakurai New Technology
Introduction Show beckons
The Open House 2017 will be held from April 19-22 at Gifu factory, Japan
with the latest cutting edge products and technologies on display

T

he

7th

Sakurai

Introduction

New

Show,

Technology

Sakurai

device and vacuum cylinder are applied;

House 2017 will be held from April

automatic sorting device and feed back

19-22, 2017 at Sakurai - Gifu factory - Japan.

system for OK/Ng are equiped).

Following four persons from Kunal enterprise

MS-110-DDS: Direct servo drive cylinder

will be available during the show: Ajay Gandhi
(President),

Kunal Gandhi (Executive To

President), Prakash Vachhani (Head – Tech
& Management Support) and Uday Chitre
(Business Development – EP - PAK). Sakurai
will be exhibiting the following:

technology without gear backlash which
realize high printing quality; squeegee / doctor
controlled by servo drive and setting by touch
panel; cylinder vacuum hole size 0.5 mm for

MS-102-RX: B1 size high speed cylinder screen

air blow up and down for scratchless feeding).

press with automatic ink feeding device

OL-580SDC: B2 wide 5 color offset printing

(Sakurai's best selling press MS-102-AII is

press.

upgrading and re-named to MS-102-AX).

OL-66RCS: A2 size multipile processing

MSDR-30: Direct servo drive roll to roll screen

machine.

printing machine, corresponding to 25 micron

MS-102-UN-NE:

Contact : Ashwin Mahajan

system (CCD camera checks register marks

Head (Business Development),

for alignment for accurate printing; printed

Marketing & Exhibitions,

image inspection camera fitted at un-winding

Mobile: + 91 961 91 981 91

screen press (Direct servo drive motor

quality printing for thinner film; sheet fed by

web film thickness, automatic plate positioning

Kunal Enterprise, Mumbai

machine (Main body of MS series, register

Open

unit to control printing quality).
MS-102-INS:

Printed

image

inspection

Electronic UV dryer (Low

temparature and invertor controlled UV
dryer; electric power can be saved about
50% comparing with conventional type of UV
dryer).
www.kunalenterprise.com
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Upcoming

insiders, but also at end user industries,” says
Wolfgang Mildner, General Chair of the LOPEC
Conference and CEO of the consultancy and
technology company MSW.
The conference, which is split into the three
blocks of Business, Technology, and Science,
will this year focus on applications for printed
electronics in the fields of medical technology,
automotive, and consumer electronics.
The highlights of the conference include
plenary speeches from Dr Sang Yoon Lee,
Senior Vice President of Samsung Electronics
from Korea, and Jennifer Y. C. Lin, CTO

LOPEC 2017: Spotlight
on printed electronics

of AU Optronics from Taiwan, the largest
manufacturer of LCD flatscreens.
Lin will discuss the benefits of printed
electronics for display manufacture, while Lee
will provide an insight into Korean activities

Visitors can expect a broad conference
program with around 200 presentations

and state subsidization programs.
A speech on EU initiatives and the success of
European funding policy in printed electronics

F

rom March 28 to 30, 2017, LOPEC

will be held by Khalil Rouhana, who is

will once again be opening its doors

responsible for Directorate A/Digital Industry

at the Messe München fairground.

at the European Commission. Representatives

In addition to the international exhibition

of the companies ISORG (France) as well as

for printed electronics, visitors can expect

Cambrios Advanced Material and FlexTech

a broad conference program with around

Alliance (USA) will also be giving talks during

200 presentations from renowned industry

the plenary.

experts and scientists from across the world.

How is the market for printed electronics

Speakers

evolving? What are end user industries looking

Optronics,

include

representatives

Cambrios

Advanced

of

AU

Material,

for?

Samsung, and the European Commission.

Many such questions in relation to commercial

Whether it is conductive nano-inks, flexible

aspects will be answered by representatives

displays,

of industry giants from Asia, Europe, and the

or

3D

printing

of

electronic

components: The LOPEC Conference 2017

USA at the LOPEC Business Conference on

will shed light on every facet of printed

March 28.

electronics, from the laboratory right up to

On the same day, 90-minute Short Courses

practical application.

will take place, providing information on key

“An international committee made up of
leading industry representatives and scientists
has put together a program aimed not just at

technologies such as printed photovoltaics
and biosensors.

www.lopec.com
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Fujifilm Sericol India Pvt. Ltd. launches
Research and Development centre
Technology hub is designed to develop latest technologies and innovative
solutions for screen, digital, offset and narrow web printing ink segments

F

ujifilm Sericol India Pvt. Ltd., a subsidiary

M.P. Raghav Rao, Managing Director, Fujifilm

of Fujifilm Sericol International Ltd.

Sericol India.

and a leader in the field of printing ink

technology, inaugurated their new Research
and Development centre, a state-of-the-art
technology hub designed to develop latest
technologies and

innovative solutions for

screen, digital, offset and narrow web printing
ink segments on January 23, 2017.

He

continued

“We

believe

in

greater

investment on R&D and this will enable us
to incorporate and develop new products
and solutions in the shortest possible time.
This will also enable us to sustain our growth
momentum in the domestic and overseas
market.”

The new R&D hub includes Digital Graphic

Among the top ten printing ink suppliers

Ink R&D Centre, Digital Textile Ink R&D Centre

globally, Fujifilm Sericol is widely recognized

and Colour Match Development Centre. The

for its strong service ethics, innovation and

R&D hub was officially inaugurated by Rob

product quality.

Fassam, Chairman, Fujifilm Sericol India.

With

manufacturing

facilities

distribution

in

continents,

the launch of our new and upgraded Research

countries and marketing units at all major

& Development Centre, which is packed with

global

latest equipments and technologies. It is a

established itself as a major provider of robust

clear testament of our commitment to support

ink solutions to the screen, digital and narrow

customers around the globe with innovative

web industries.

and high quality printing ink solutions” said

www.fujifilmsericol.in

locations,

network

three

“We have achieved another milestone with

Fujifilm

in

Sericol

80
has
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Teamwork focus pays rich dividends
Newtech Machines attracted good crowds during Plastivision India 2017

N

ewtech Machines at Valsad (Gujarat)

“We at Newtech believe in excellent Team

is highly experienced in the field,

work, this is the only secret why we are able

Newtech has proved its capabilities

to cope-up with the growing customer needs,

in special type printing, decoration and

in terms of quality and innovation. We provide

automised machineries. Its manufacturing
plant covers more than 20,000 sq. ft, with
highly

skilled,

motivated

and

efficient

workforce.

from

which covers all aspects of printing process
to our customers by employing experts in our
team."

The use of latest computerised technology
right

an excellent After sales service and assistance

the

base

level

to

highly

sophisticated CAD/CAM designing helps in

"Newtech Machines has been a reliable
manufacturer in the screen printing and

achieving a highly consistent quality product.

heat transfer industry of India. Thanks to our

By making the labels and machines, a unique

highly efficient personnels and high quality

solution is provided to the customer – there

level we have satisfied customers all over the

by enhancing application experience and

world. Newtech Machines also manufactures

product decoration. This helps the company

complete range of Printing machines to

in

needs

print on round, square, flat and rectangular

more precisely, and matching customer

articles. Newtech screen printing and heat

understanding

the

customer

expectations.

transfer machines are available for cylindrical

Anup Panchal, CEO, shared, “Plastivision India

as well as flat article printing. Emphasizing

2017 at Mumbai proved to be a robust platform

the combination of R&D, production and

for different stakeholders of the industry

marketing, we are dedicating to premium

to showcase their innovations, exchange

quality guarantee, low cost and product

business ideas and create opportunities. We

innovation," Anup Panchal emphasises.

witnessed a good response with relevant
visitors making inquiries."

www.newtechmachines.com
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Printpack India 2017 scales new height
5-day event was held from February 4-8, 2017, at the India Expo Centre in
Greater Noida.

T

he increasing popularity of Printpack

Exhibition was an instant attraction for all

India can be assessed from the fact

graphic arts users for all the segments of

that just concluded 13th edition of

book publishing, periodicals, newspapers, and

Printpack India 2017 had participation of 425+

news-magazines and show was spread over

exhibitors coming from all over the globe and

an area of 56,000 sq. mtrs. across 8 Halls.

more than 86,900 serious business visitors.
Printpack India 2017 generated business worth
US $292 million besides serious business
enquiries to the tune of US $509.9 million.
Exhibitors

showcased

their

innovations

besides their regular machines in all sectors
of graphic arts. There were several machine
launches , with live demos.

Screen Printing segment was well-represented
by players like Garfica Flextronica, JN Arora,
APL, San Printech, Dizario Machinery, DR
Optical Disc, DuraTech Automation, Omkar
Engineering, Umrao Automation, Alpna Visual
Packaging Aids, Ketchview (China), etc.
The response of exhibitors and participants
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Glimpses of
Printpack India 2017

Next edition of
PrintPack in 2019
will be held from 1-5
February 2019.

to PrintPack 2017 was overwhelming. The

As Sanat Bhai of Manugraph said, “The Prime

demand for the event was reflected from the

Minister’s ‘Make in India’ was the message

fact that organizers had to accommodate

at PrintPack 2017. Indian manufacturers like

exhibitors in the waiting list in Hall No. 9.

TechNova, Lineomatic, Manugraph, TPH,

PrintPack 2017 had all the makings of an even
larger show than the last edition and the
graphic arts industry rightfully expected a lot
more from the event this time. To promote
the development of the graphic arts industry,
specially the SME sector, IPAMA had extended
some special concessions to the domestic
participants.
The event showcased products like in-press,
post-press, finishing, converting, digital and
signage and packaging machines, all under
one roof in the packaging materials, printing
and publishing, paper and paper products.

Autoprint, Welbound, etc. are targeting the
Indian domestic market that is ready to spend.”
H. V. Sheth, president of IPAMA said, “The
prime focus for all participants of PrintPack
India 2017 was value addition in printing,
packaging and converting segments. We
are certain that innovations, displayed by
the manufacturers, will create sustainable
employment opportunities, which in return,
will be responsible for economic growth."
The next edition of PrintPack in 2019 will be
held from 1-5 February 2019.

www.printpackipama.com
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ASGA Meeting 2017 held
Host TSGA arranged several interesting
programs for those who attended

T

he ASGA Meeting was held in Bangkok, Thailand on February 15, 2017 at BITEC,
Bangkok, Thailand, during FESPA Asia 2017.

Various points related to ASGA and the graphic imaging industry development in
the Asia Pacific region was discussed in detail among the eight member countries
present. Representatives from the associations of Korea, Vietnam, Thailand, China,
Japan, India, Phillippines and Indonesia attended the meeting.
TSGA (Thai Screen Printing and Graphic Imaging Association) being the host
association had arranged for programs like Friendship Golf Competition, Grand
Opening Ceremony of FESPA Asia 2017, Gala Dinner Night, TSGA Awards Program
and Factory Visit.
The members who attended enjoyed the traditional Thai hospitality.
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Powerful variety
Resists and protective coatings by KIWO for etching,
sandblasting, brushing, selective or full-faced coating
for protection of glass, metals and plastics
®

Distrib

utors in

In

dia:
New D
ehli
J. N. A
rora &
Co. (P)
Phone
Ltd.
(01
sales@ 1) 4323 252
5
jnaror
a.com
vimles
harora
@jnar
ora.co
Mumb
m
ai
San Pr
intech
Pvt. Lt
Phone
d.
(0
sales@ 22) 4054 240
0
sanprin
ashok@
tec
sanprin h.com
tech.co
m

Liquid protective film

Etching and plating resist

against mechanical stress;
easily removable by peeling;
water-based or UV-curable

screenprintable or
photostructurable

Sandblasting resist

Brushing resist

screenprintable or
photostructurable

for selective brushing of
metal surfaces; solvent-based
or UV-curable

Sputter resist
for decorative sputter coating
of architectural glass

Resists and protective coatings—a new and
technically interesting area, which opens up many
possibilities.

Kissel + Wolf (S) PTE LTD ∙ Singapore · Phone +65 6252 3411 ∙ Fax +65 6252 3414 · info@kiwo.sg
KIWO – Kissel + Wolf GmbH ∙ In den Ziegelwiesen 6 ∙ 69168 Wiesloch ∙ Germany ∙ info@kiwo.de

www.kiwo.de

KIWO providing perfect solutions—even custommade for you! Please get in touch today!

Report

The printer who also
paints landscapes
February witnessed a solo show of
paintings by renowned artist Natu
Tandel
Jehangir Art Gallery, Kala Ghoda, Mumbai was the ideal venue
for a solo show of paintings by the renowned artist Natu Tandel
of Shanti Graphics, Surat, on February 22, 2017. Inauguration
of the show was done by Sanjay Chhel Bollywood film director,
writer and lyricist
His paintings capture nature on canvas and paper. We can see
many sculptures shaped by him in almost all gardens in Surat.
He has mastered serigraphy, too. He was honoured with two
gold medals for his screen printing work in 2016 Screen Print
India Awards Competition. Natu passed out his Diploma in Fine
Art from R. T. Fine Art, Nargol (1988). He spends Monday to
Saturday at his printing unit in Surat and paints on Sundays.
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AFFORD® is an innovative company. It has been
recognized by Spanish Ministry of Industry as
an “Innovative Company" and awarded R&D
recognitions through the years.It has state
of the art research and production facilities.
Their extensive knowledge of analogical and
digital systems allow them to provide the best
solutions for customer demands.
AFFORD® produces screen printing inks since
its origins in 1976. They have developed an
extensive screen printing ink range that fulfills
almost any demand in the market. Since 1984
they manufacture UV curable screen printing
inks, being one of the pioneer companies in

Making a strong impact
AFFORD participated in the SGI Dubai 2017
show and witnessed a good response

A

FFORD® is a manufacturer of inks
and coatings to solve the customers
decorative or functional needs in their

industrial application requirements. As such,
it is a leader company in the manufacture
of inkjet, screen and pad printing inks, UV
varnishes, UV flexo inks and UV offset inks.
The company participated in the 20th edition
SGI Dubai 2017 show and witnessed a good

this field. This has allowed them to develop
many customized solutions that enable
AFFORD® to provide you a specific ink.
In 1997 they bought a factory called Prosemo,
that was dedicated to the production of water
based textile inks. This allowed AFFORD®
to enter in the textile market. In 2001 they
produced their first plastisol inks and three
years later pioneered again with non-PVC
real plastisol inks. Their first commercial
inkjet inks were released in 2003. In 2004
their UV inkjet inks were released. Their
ecosolvent inks are in the market since 2006.
In 2007 they purchased the screen printing
chemical division of Urbion, which was

response to its stall.

dedicated to the production of emulsions

Founded in 1976, and with its headquarters in

and ancillary chemicals for screen printing.

Madrid, AFFORD® goods can be identified by

In the recent years they have concentrated

reliability, consistency, quality and innovation.
The quality is guaranteed through very tight
controls and is widely recognised by its
customers in more than 50 countries.
AFFORD® tries to exceed the market standards
and production is strictly monitored to achieve

in the optimization of our ink ranges, in order
to enable our customers to operate with the
best productivity. In 2014 an expansion plan
was implemented, adding new manufacturing
capabilities and a site expansion. Today
AFFORD® operates on a total of 3000 sqm
covered facilities and another 7000 sqm

batch to batch consistency. These elements

uncovered facilities. A new plant expansion is

conform a unique offer that maximizes

planned.

throughput and warrants the consistency of
the printing process.

www.afford-inks.com
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www.fimor-serigraphy.com

serilor¨ÊSCREENPRINTINGÊSQUEEGEES,
SHARPENERSÊ&ÊACCESSORIES

FIMOR SAS
210 rue du Polygone - 72058 LE MANS - FRANCE
T + 33 (0) 243 406 600 - F + 33 (0) 243 400 095 - serilor@fimor.fr
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Klaus Schwab,
founder and executive
chairman of the World
Economic Forum

World leaders discuss 3D printing, changing
tech landscape
World Economic Forum 2017 at Davos, Switzerland took on the theme of
“Responsive and Responsible Leadership”

O

n January 17, political and business

As we see on a daily basis, these technologies

leaders from all over the world came

are advancing at astonishing rates, and there

together in Davos, Switzerland for

is little doubt that 2017 will see more game-

the 2017 World Economic Forum. While the

changing

meeting is usually considered something of a

breakthroughs. Amidst these changes, the

lavish socializing event, this year the agenda

question persists as to how certain industries

looked to be a bit more serious. The forum,

and workforces can or will adapt to these

which took on the theme of “Responsive and

developments, as our society begins to look

Responsible Leadership,” sought to address

more and more like a sci-fi reality.

how

governments

and

businesses

can

tackle such changes as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, building a global governance
system, restoring world economic growth,
and more.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution refers to a
slew of technological innovations that are
contributing to a changing industrial and
manufacturing landscape. Such technologies
include 3D printing or additive manufacturing,

and

technological

In terms of 3D printing, manufacturers are
increasingly turning to the technology to
streamline prototyping processes, create
more complex designs, and increase the
number of custom-made end-use parts.
From a manufacturing standpoint, all these are
great, and there is little question that additive
manufacturing is ushering in a more efficient,
even ecologically minded production process.

nanotechnology,

Challenges do remain, however, including

robotics, Internet of Things, autonomous

how to bridge the gap between old and new

vehicles,

processes to make the transition as seamless

artificial

Source : www.3ders.org

innovations

computing.

intelligence,
biotechnology,

and

quantum

as possible.
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DTS 5070 : Computer to screen system
EPTA Inks' economical screen imaging for garment or commercial printer

T

he DTS 5070 : Computer to screen

The Verojet DTS 5070 is shipped fully

is an economical screen imaging for

assembled and can be ready to print within

the garment or commercial printer.

hours after arrival in your shop.

The Verojet DTS 5070 (computer-to-screen)
imaging system includes an industrial hp
print head and an adjustable screen clamping
system. Use any size screen up to 50 cm x 70cm.

EPTAINKS
EPTAINKS designs, develops, manufactures and supplies valuable inks for different
technological applications, such as screen printing, pad printing, sublimation printing,
off-set printing, transfer printing and rotogravure. With premium brands – Manoukian
Argon, Kfg and Visprox, they have settled relevant milestones in the printing industry
history. EPTAINKS products portfolio is worldwide recognized for its superior quality
and durable performances, including a wide formulation technologies range both

Advantages include a very economical start
up, out-of-box print-n-play design, moving
gantry

design,

easy

user

maintenance:

swappable print head(s), instant ink-to-screen
drying, space-saving design, open screen
loading and visible printing area as well as
adjustable master frame.
DTS 5070 is faster than using any Epsonbased printer and using film positives. Capital
equipment investment is modest and cost per
imaged screen is only 50 - 90 cents.

for graphic printing and textile printing on fabric: water-based inks, plastisol, silicone,

The print resolution settings allow you to print

plastisol PVC free, UV and solvent based inks, sublimation and photo-emulsions

up to 55 line halftone. Utilises an adjustable

for screen making. The value propositions cover all needs in demanding industries

"master frame chase" so you can use almost

like Fashion, Signage, Packaging, Habitat, Security, Mobility, Leisure and High Tech

any size screen you want, and you can adjust

about pigments, colours, materials and tools for screen printing, pad printing and

it in seconds from automatic to manual size

sublimation processes, with applications on fabrics, paper, plastics, metals, wood,

frame.

glass and other substrates.

lalit@indoflex.com • www.eptanova.com
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also showcased a vast array of sublimation
textile samples to inform and inspire delegates
of Texart range of dye-sublimation transfer
printers. Finally, the VersaUV LEF–300 made
up the customisation zone; ideal for small
business owners, perfect for giftware and
bespoke production.
Darren Penny, Head of Sales for Roland DG UK,
says “Thanks to our latest advances in print
technology, the Media Expo was our best yet.
We were excited to launch a whole new range
of print-and-cut machines at Media Expo for
the first time in India.”
Raj Manek, Executive Director and Board
Member, Messe Frankfurt Asia Holding Ltd.

Roland unveils next
generation advanced wide
format print & cut @ Media
Expo Mumbai

said “The only platform of its kind, Media Expo

Roland DG’s next generation advanced wide
format Print & Cut machine

its signage, retail & shop displays and visual

R

represents the changing face of marketing
and consumer engagement in India. While
traditional printing and marketing avenues
continue to hold significance for marketers, in
a charged marketplace like India, omni-channel
experiences and touch points are equally
essential and Media Expo captures this within
merchandising and PoP segments where
marketers can discover new innovations.”

oland DG, with support from Apsom

With more tahn 120 exhibitors from 5

Infotex, displayed a wide variety of their

countries, Media Expo is sure to give

world renowned technology at Media

marketers,

advertising

professionals

and

Expo Mumbai. The biggest attraction of the

corporates a distinct advantage in the

stand was undoubtedly be the unveiling of the

way brand campaigns are built, marketing

TrueVIS VG-640 on Indian soil, Roland DG’s

strategies implemented and new products

next generation advanced wide format Print &

and services can be designed.

Cut machine.

Media Expo offers an opportunity to participate

The grand unveiling on the first day gave

at a premium platform that features the latest

attendees the chance for an exclusive first look
at Roland DG’s latest series. Other offerings
on the stand included the SOLJET EJ-640, a
printer making waves for the high volume and
intense production. Also on the stand was
VersaEXPRESS RF-640A, offering affordable
and adaptable 4-colour printing. The stand

industry trends from both domestic and
international markets. The event, organised
by Messe Frankfurt Trade Fairs India was held
from 23-25 February 2017 at Hall 6 of Bombay
Convention and Exhibition Center, Goregaon
East, Mumbai.

www.themediaexpo.com
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achieving the GNA standard, which has been
designed as the toughest accreditation in the
industry, means they will reassure customers
and protect their business. This would take
away the need for their products to be tested
for each different retailer, and will help them to
appeal to a broader range of brands.
Tom

Abbey,

Executive

Chairman

of

MagnaColours said “At Magna we’ve always
tried to lead the industry, and we’re hoping
that the development of GNA will continue
that work. Textile inks are a high compliance

MagnaColours® sets new
industry standard
GNA mark to encourage the use of sustainable
and environmentally friendly methods

M

agnaColours® have created a new
robust sustainability standard for
the textile printing industry. Not

content with simply adhering to our own high
environmental standards, Magna have created
the GNA mark in order to encourage the use

risk and therefore can be a big concern for
brands, this standard will bring reassurance to
them, as well as their customers. GNA is our
way of leading the garment printing industry
into more sustainable and environmentally
friendly practices, and of changing the industry
for the better. We wanted to think bigger than
our own brand, and the development of GNA
really underlines what we stand for.”
“We analysed some of the certificating
systems already in place in the industry such
as Bluesign and Eco Passport, and while they
are the best standards in place, we felt we
could provide one that was more appropriate.”

of sustainable and environmentally friendly

The GNA system is specifically designed for

methods throughout the textile printing

water-based inks. Existing standards use CAS

industry. GNA was launched at industry event,

numbers; water-based inks use polymers

ISS Long Beach, in January 2017.
They have introduced the new mark, designed
to be available for use by any compliant ink
manufacturer, so that customers know exactly
what has gone into the products they buy, as
well as to encourage more environmentally
friendly methods in the industry. In order to
meet GNA standards, inks cannot contain
harmful chemicals such as PVC or APEO’s
(AlkylPhenylEthoxylates) and they must be
water-based formulations, making them safer
both for the environment and consumers.

which generally do not have CAS numbers so
a different approach seemed appropriate.
GNA is not only advantageous for printers, but
also retailers and consumers. If more printers
comply with this strict environmental standard,
then retailers will have more manufacturers
to choose from when sourcing their products.
Consumers also stand to gain peace of mind
from GNA, if they see that a product is GNA
accredited, they know that it adheres to the
most stringent standards. For almost two
decades Magna has been at the forefront of the
development of water based inks.

This universal certificate for compliance
also stands to benefit garment printers, as

www.magnacolours.com
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Perspectives

the field has always been under the radar.
Why is it only now that we have started to
hear about Print in manufacturing? And, is
now the time right for a show like InPrint
now ?
Certainly, Screen Print technology has been
used for many years in the manufactured
process for example in Printed electronics,
touch

pads

in

phones

or

Decals

in

speedometers in vehicles, but manufacturing
is changing. The shift towards industry 4.0,
to mass customisation, to more flexible
production and automation means that new
industrial print technology is required by
manufacturers.
Frazer Chesterman and Marcus Timson, InPrint Founders

'Smart screen printing is
enjoying renaissance'
InPrint Co-Founder Frazer Chesterman shares
the event's significance and new developments

W

When you consider how important print is to
the function and the decoration of a product,
then many industries are looking at how best
to integrate and update print technologies
into their manufacturing processes to meet
this demand. Where there is a coalescence
of maturing new technology and changing
consumer demand, then the manufacturing
sector has to respond.
InPrint launched in Europe, with two shows in

hat do we mean, when we talk

Germany and the most recent just concluded

about Industrial Print ?

in Milan. How has the show evolved in its first

Industrial printing literally means

three years and how will it be adapted for the

print that is part of manufacturing. It is where
print plays a role in the making of a product.
It does not mean the high volume of paper
printing which sometimes has the ‘label’ of
industrial.

American market ?
The first show was quite different to the last
show we ran recently in Milan. This is in part due
to exhibitors having a clearer understanding of
their core proposition and how to present, and

For InPrint, industrial printing is really defined

connect this to visitors. Additionally the Italy

by where it is used within the manufacturing

show reflected a different market and location.

process. Industrial printing could be functional,

Germany’s focus was more on functional and

decorative or packaging focused, and the core

Italy’s more on decoration.

technologies are screen printing, pad printing
and digital inkjet printing.

It is important to note that InPrint is not
a

traditional

buying

and

selling

show.

Industrial printing has been going on for a

Visitors

very long time. Many estimate that it is much

from pharmaceutical to packaging, from

larger than the commercial printing industry,

automotive to aviation and from consumer

perhaps by several orders of magnitude, but

electronics to décor. What unites them all

attend

from

diverse

industries,
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Decor printing with
inkjet is enabling
individual designs, flexible
production, on demand
printing and reduces the
need for the manufacturer
to hold large stock
inventories.

is the singular focus on developing industrial
printing technology. Visitors attend with often
complex production problems and they want
to meet experts that can help them to solve
these problems, along with new technologies
that adds value to their production by
developing technological solutions.
The reality is that industrial printing has
to

operate

in

demanding

production

environments which sometimes mean it must
work at speed, it must withstand rigorous
testing, existing in challenging conditions

conditions.
So time is required to do that, meeting the
right people, having in depth conversations
and solving problems. This is what InPrint is
about.
And

whilst

business

is

certainly

done,

exhibitors will get involved with projects that
will help companies attain new results with
their production and this is where it is totally
different to any other print show in the world
in our view.

whilst enduring over time without depreciating

What key developments are you seeing in the

in quality. This places a lot of pressure on

sector and what should be looking out for ?

producers to choose the right technology, ink
and substrate to really be able to exist in these

We see that there are three core areas of
development that is really grabbing the
attention of the market.

The next opportunity to connect: InPrint Show USA

Smart screen printing is currently enjoying

InPrint Show USA from April 25-27, 2017 in Orlando, FL is the next opportunity to

renaissance for the production of smart

connect with key leaders and innovators for industrial print production. This is the

phones, tablets and so on. This market

only dedicated industrial print event for North America and is co-located with ICE

continues to enjoy strong growth. Functional

USA which is North America’s leading event for the converting industry. InPrint

screen printing and inkjet printing is growing

USA highlights include:

in consumer electronics, communications

•

Leading Brands - Exhibitors will showcase the equipment, tools, and services

and computing and is the only technology

for printing on metal, plastics, foils, textiles, glass, ceramics, woods and

that is able to work in this particular domain.

other substrates.

The development of ‘direct to shape’ inkjet

•

Complimentary access to over 40 educational presentations.

printing onto cylindrical objects has a lot

•

Access to the Global Industrial Inkjet Conference (fee of US$249). This high-

of potential for packaging in that it enables

level conference will profile excellence, news and insights on the market

small batch production whilst removing

opportunity for industrial inkjet and the challenges that may need to be

the need for a label. As brands and retailers

overcome.

continue to look at ways of arresting the

Free access to ICE USA, the co-located International Converting Exhibition,

attention and imagination of consumers,

where manufacturers will showcase their latest equipment and technology

this will continue to develop. This enables

from all key areas of converting like web coating, laminating, slitting,

late stage customisation, flexible production

rewinding, coating, pouch making and many more.

and bypasses the need for a label which is

•

•

Two industry network receptions.

Exhibitors include: Afford Inks, Agfa Graphics, Alchemie Technology, Amica
Systems, Apex-Desco Machine Company, Colorgate Digital Output Solutions,
Collins Inkjet, Cruse Spezialmaschinen GmbH, CyconJet – Industrial UV Inks,
Diversified Printing Techniques, Inc., dlp imaging corp, DPS Innovations LLP,
Dubuit America, Easeprint, EFI and Engineered Printing Solutions.

appealing for beverage and cosmetic brands.
Lastly decor printing with inkjet is enabling
individual designs, flexible production, on
demand printing and reduces the need for the
manufacturer to hold large stock inventories.
Here

we

see

designers

having

more

freedom to express themselves and produce
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Specialty Graphic Imaging Association signs on as Association Partner
The Specialty Graphic Imaging Association (SGIA) has signed on as an Association Partner for the
inaugural InPrint USA, the Industrial Print Show. InPrint is the exhibition for industrial print technology
for advanced packaging and manufacturing. The unique event has become the key marketplace in
Europe for state of the art functional, decorative and packaging printing in industrial production. InPrint comes to the U.S. for the first
time, focusing on connecting manufacturers who use print as a key component of the manufacturing process with leading brands in
the fields of industrial specialty, screen, digital, inkjet and 3D technology print solutions.
“SIGA has a long history in the industrial printing community,” said Ford Bowers, President & CEO, SGIA. “Participating in InPrint USA
complements our commitment and is an exciting opportunity to support industrial imagers tackling the challenges they face in their
businesses every day.”
“We are very excited that SGIA is a Supporting Association Partner for our inaugural industrial print show in the U.S.,” said Melissa
Magestro, Executive Vice President of Mack Brooks Exhibitions Inc, the show organizer. “There is tremendous opportunity for growth
for digital industrial print technology in the U.S. Our goal with the launch of InPrint USA is to promote the innovative potential of
industrial printing technologies and bring this growing segment of the print industry together in one place. The synergies between
the goals of both of our organizations are tremendous.”

The problem with
digital is that in
our day to day lives, as a
technology it does tend
to replace analogue, but
in a complex production
environment
this
is
unlikely.

challenging designs that stretch boundaries

production plants. This isn’t purely a technical

and create new value.

challenge, but also a cultural one.

It

is

clear

that

there

are

significant

Many manufacturing operations are heavily

opportunities in this sector, however, what

invested in analogue. This naturally creates a

are the obstacles and challenges for anyone

culture that conforms around this 'norm' so the

wanting to join the bandwagon ?

focus becomes on improving the process and

In the next few years, we believe you will see
a plethora of conferences, exhibitions and

techniques they already have. So therefore
operationally, they may resist change.

even magazines devoted to the ‘Industrial

However most of our data points to digital

Print market’, everyone can see the growth

adding value rather than replacing analogue

potential.

and the customers need to accept that this

However, through our in depth knowledge,
our research and by constantly talking and

new value is worth investing in to add value to
their production and their business.

listening to the industry we know that it is not

The problem with digital is that in our day

so straightforward as many might think. The

to day lives, as a technology it does tend to

single largest obstacle, particularly for inkjet

replace analogue, but in a complex production

is for customers to take on the challenge or

environment this is unlikely.

opportunity of integrating inkjet into analogue

In fact, in the two survey’s we have conducted
in 2016, digital is not rated as a replacement
technology so is likely to find its value by
creating new performance, adding flexibility
and customised solutions and where possible,
reducing waste and increasing efficiency.

www.inprintshow.com
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Kornit Digital brought sustainable textile mass
customization to FESPA Asia 2017
Kornit Digital showcased its advanced waterless digital textile printing solutions

K

ornit Digital showcased its advanced

printing technology, which supports high

waterless

quality printing on both natural, man-made

digital

textile

printing

solutions to FESPA Asia 2017. Live

demonstration were conducted on two highly
successful products of Kornit – Kornit Allegro
which is a waterless single-step textile printing
system that eliminates all external processes,
and the Storm Hexa which is a six colors DTG
system that offers 30% more color options
for small to medium business.

and synthetic fabrics.
Another FESPA Asia highlight was the Kornit
Storm Hexa. Being the most recent member
of Kornit’s mid-level technology platform, the
Storm Hexa has been equipped with state-ofthe-art recirculation inkjet technology and the
enhanced QuickP 6 software, improving print
quality and cost per print. With the six colors

The Kornit Allegro has become commercially

ink set and integrated pre-treatment it is the

available mid-2015 and since then benefitted

most advanced industrial direct-to-garment

from the increasing demand for a sustainable

printing systems for medium-size businesses.

and versatile textile production technology,
driven by the accelerated penetration of
online shopping and personalization into
home decor and fashion. The Allegro is the
only true digital solution for roll-to-roll textile
printing which eliminates the need for pre
and post-treatment for multiple fabrics, all
within a seven meters integrated production
line. Recent installations took place in
textile industrial markets like Turkey, India,
and Southeast Asia. The system is 1.80m
wide, and is based on Kornit’s NeoPigment™

Buck Kim, President for Kornit Digital Asia
Pacific says, “We decided to exhibit at FESPA
Asia 2017 because FEPSA itself is a reputable
brand and there hasn’t been a big show
for the print industry in South East Asia in
recent years. We believe that FESPA is a right
platform for us to introduce the region about
our advanced printing technology and how
we enable and support new and innovative
business models.”

www.kornit.com
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offices in United States, Europe and China,
GCC commits to persistently pursue the goal
of providing the best performance achievable
in technologies, services and solutions, to
meet customers’ needs.
Bill Jen, Sales Department, Associate Vice
President, GCC says "Innovation with a human
touch” the GCC slogan conveys our business
philosophy

perfectly.

Blending

with

the

state-of-the-art research and development
resources, GCC has developed a philosophy
that consists of a strong technological
foundation, coupled with a customer-oriented
(L to R) : Bill Jen, Sales Department, Associate Vice President, GCC with Anil Brahmbhatt,
Mg. Director, SkyScreen (P) Ltd.

Sky Screen becomes
distributor of GCC (Taiwan)
To focus on professional cutting plotters

F

ounded in 1989, GCC is a global
manufacturing company producing a
broad range of quality products including

product development focus that truly reflects
market

requirements.

GCC

values

each

customer with individualistic consideration
and appreciation."
Anil Brahmbhatt, Mg. Director of SkyScreen
India says "We are distributors for Stahls’
(USA) who is the leader and innovator of heat
transfer vinyl materials for the sporting goods
industry and our customers were asking for
good quality cutting plotters to help them to
achive better results. So, we decided to work
with GCC (Taiwan) as they offers a full range

cutting plotters, laser engravers, laser markers,

of vinyl cutters as follows to satisfy customer

laser cutters, UV-curable inkjet printers,

requirements. This is a win-win situation bor

Printer/Cutter for various applications such as

both of us."

signage and advertising, personalization and
identification, gifts and promotions, apparel
and electronics industries.

SkyScreen India (P) Ltd. offers screen printing
supplies, materials and equipments to diverse
industry

verticals

such

as

Automobiles,

Headquartered in Taiwan; through a worldwide

Electronics, Sanitary, Ceramic and Wood,

network of authorised distributors and branch

Textile and Graphic Printing. Major industries
feel the need for accessing quality screen

GCC Celebrates 25th Anniversary

printing materials and we ensure that such

GCC a global forefront equipment manufacturing

requirements

provider in the Visual communication industry marked

SkyScreen vision is to become trusted screen

its 25th Anniversary in May 2014.

printing solutions provider to the rapidly

"Happy 25th Anniversary to GCC ! I would like to offer my deepest appreciation
to every GCC employee, distributor and dealer. The glorious 25th anniversary
milestone is created by the big GCC family and acknowledgement goes to
everyone of you." Dr. Leonard Shih, CEO of GCC said.

are

met

with

efficiency.

growing screen printing community in India
and make quality screen printing products
accessible to various industry segments.

www.skyscreenindia.com
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Machine, Uv Curing Machine, UV Exposing
Machine, UV interdeck System and UV curing
Lamps. Recently we have tied-up with AlphaCure (UK) for promoting sale of UV curing
lights in India.
“Alpha-Cure (UK) is a specialist manufacturer
of ultraviolet (UV) curing and metal halide
lamps. We are committed to delivering
industry advancements in UV lamp design and
technology. We have gained global recognition
for delivering the highest quality product,
each lamp individually handmade, developed
Devesh K. S Rathod, Mg. Director,
D. R. Optical Disc

using the most advanced components and
cutting-edge manufacturing processes. Our

DR Optical ties-up with
Alpha-Cure

product range includes bespoke lamp designs

Abhishek Patwa reports from the sidelines of
Printpack 2017 on how they have collaborated to
sell UV Curing Lamps in India

arc lengths of up to four metres.”

D

. R. Optical is a manufacturer of world

TM

class Screen Printing, Pad Printing,
Screen Making, UV Conveyors and

other Peripheral Equipments. Based in Delhi,
they offer wide range of services. They are

to meet customer's exact requirements with
vast selections of ceramic and metal end caps
and lead terminations. Power outputs range
from 80W/cm, up to 550 watts per cm with

The UV curing process has been in use in the
printing industry for more than thirty years.
LED curing technology for UV printers is
replacing older technology with compelling
advantages of better economics, system
capabilities, and environmental benefits. UV
LED curing technology is rapidly becoming
the new standard for UV printing for both full

also the official distributor for Alpha-Cure for

cure and pinning applications.

northern India.

Most ink manufacturers include a UV LED

Devesh K. S Rathod, Managing Director,

option today, making integration and use

shared, “UV printing is a form of digital printing
that uses ultra-violet lights to dry or cure ink as
it is printed. As the printer distributes ink on
the surface of a material / substrate, specially
designed UV lights follow close behind, curing

of LED even easier. The narrow UVA output
provides the highest curing efficiency while
also providing a cooler, safer, and more stable
output, allowing end users to print on a wider
variety of materials with increased yield

- or drying - the ink instantly.”

and reduced operating costs. Many product

“DR Optical has wide array of products to

applications from small and wide format digital

offer to printers in India, especially for Screen
Printing segment. Our portfolio includes
JETFLAT Screen Printing Machine, Manual
Vacuum Table, Oval Automatic Screen Printing

portfolios include solutions for all printing
printers, digital and flexographic label printers,
screen printers, 3D printing, and others.

www.dr-odi.in
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automatic series and other IR, UV dryer series.
To market their products in India Ketchview
has recently tied-up with S2S Providers of
Palghar district, Maharashtra.
Amol

Thakur,

Director,

S2S

Providers,

said, “We have announced our tie-up with
Ketchview here in Printpack India 2017.
Ketchview is a manufacturer of Screen Printing
machinery. They are a very well-known brand
in the international market and their products
are built as per European standards. We as
S2S Providers are appointed as the official

Ketchview to penetrate the
Indian market
Abhishek Patwa reports from the sidelines of
Printpack 2017 on how they have tied-up with S2S
Providers and implications of the same

S

are very excited with this association.”
“Ketchview is recognized for their services all
over the globe and that is also their USP. We
will be working on the same strategy where our
first priority would be to service the customer
as early as possible. However, the machine will
be imported to the customer directly at their

hanghai Ketchview Printing Machinery

plant and with all the necessary spare parts

Co., Ltd. is a specialized manufacturer of

will be available with us in-stock for servicing

screen printing machines. Established

clients 24 x 7.”

in 2000, they are also the member of SGIA.
Their

distributor for their product for pan India. We

main

products

include

automatic

The

GSP

Series

frequency invertor and PLC, which can control

series (stop-cylinder press), GSB Series semi-

the whole running.

Shanghai Ketchview Printing Machinery Co. Ltd. can produce various kinds

Japanese

systems

series (reversible-cylinder press) and GST

Relying on the efforts put into research and development of innovative products,

with

Katchview

cylinder screen printing press, such as GSP

Shanghai Ketchview Printing Machinery Co. Ltd. - Key strengths

equipped

of

is

MITSUBISHI

More than 95% imported electric components
make the machine own many prior points:
high class, high integration and high stability

of new models used in different fields to better satisfy customers' changing

etc. It ensures best monitor system during

needs. Moreover, they have many excellent professional engineers, technicians

the whole cource of operating ensure the

and seasoned workers engaged in manufacturing, assembling and service

machine’s good registered precision.

implementation. Additionally, their products are widely used in many fields
such as packaging, advertising, glass, ceramic decal and PCB printing. The
electric equipment are all from the Europe and Japan, which help them maintain
stable functions and superior quality. As a result, their products are selling well
in the international market, and they are advancing into the global market.
www.ketchview.com

“The most fascinating thing is Ketchview
machines are customer made machines, that
means it can be built as per the requirement of
the customer," Amol Thakur points out.

Amol Thakur - s2sproviders@gmail.com
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An informal
interaction
Sushil Gochha, CEO, Nilesh
Enterprises and Golchha Ink
Industries shares details of
the picnic held for the staff

N

ilesh Enterprises, suppliers of screen

bottom-line benefits: Better problem solving,

and textile printing materials and

Greater productivity, More effective use of

Golchha Ink Industries, manufacturers

resources.

of screen printing inks, are both our sister

Unless you have built a sense of teamwork

concerns. Therefore, we decided to get the

among your employees, they will have no

employees of both companies and their

shared performance goals, no joint work

children get to gather for a picnic program on

efforts, no mutual accountability, which can

January 26, 2017 at our farm house.

increase productivity.

The reason to celebrate as it was Republic Day

We have been in the screen printing industry

as well as bonding among staff members and

since 1979. We are well known in the industry

a picnic to make them happy. We had about 60

for our technical support, which we are

plus people in our picnic.

getting from our principals - both Indian and

Through out the day we had very sporting
activities, motivational activities, breakfast,
lunch

and

evening

breakfast

and

then

souvenirs to all members, etc.
As CEO of the company, I spoke for few
minutes about policies, ethics and future plan
of the group so as to keep the employees
aware about the changes taking place in the
company.
When people work together in an atmosphere
of trust and accountability toward a common
goal, they put aside turf issues and politics
and focus on the tasks to be done.
This focus of resources overcomes barriers,

International - thus keeping our customers up
to date with latest trends and developments
taking place in the industry globally.
We conduct seminars taken by the leading
personalities of the industry. We regularly
visited our customers with technical trained
staff at their shop floor and printing facilities
and solved their problems in a practical way.
We are one of the founding members of
'Screenprinting & Graphics Association of
India (SGAI),' which is the national apex body
of the industry.
With active help from SGAI, we keep our
customers/ printers updated with the latest
technologies and developments.

helps to identify new opportunities, and
builds a momentum that leads to three major

www.nileshenterprise.com
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Formech and Arrow join hands to provide
Thermoforming Solutions

Arrow Digital and Formech to continue building its market collaboration
with EFI, the pioneers of thermoforming ink technologies

A

rrow Digital has recently join hands

the world’s leading material, tooling and trade

with Formech. A leading International

formers to develop a range of vacuum forming

provider

Forming

machines, which are easy to use and deliver

machines with over 10,000 machines sold

consistent results with the most challenging

worldwide (61 countries).

applications.

of

Vacuum

Arrow Digital is a Channel Partner for EFI
Products in India, EFI have forged a strong
partnership to showcase the ground-breaking
benefits of stretchable inks, digital pre-printing
and deep-draw thermoforming. The synergy
of EFI’s H1625-SD wide format printer with
the Formech vacuum forming machine helps
to drive home the tangible benefits of such a
process.

Whilst many commercially available vacuum
forming machines are still very rudimentary
and resemble designs of the 1950’s, Formech
has developed an aesthetically pleasing,
sophisticated and user friendly machine
range, which resides in the R&D labs of many
of the world’s leading brands, companies and
institution.
Arrow Digital has pioneered many ground
breaking technologies and has been a leader

Vacuum forming of digital pre-printed materials

in the digital printing/cutting field since

brings new advantages to the signage sector

decades; providing digital printing solutions

by offering faster project turnaround times,

to the Indian market. Arrow has given the

consistently high quality and the opportunity

most effective solutions to the world of digital

to de-skill the process. The substrate can be

printing, making dedicated efforts to take

printed on either the first or second surface on

digital printing to great heights in various

a variety of thermoformable Materials

applications and industries.

Since 1982 Formech has worked closely with

www.arrow-digital.com
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Meet the topper
in 'Screen Printing
Techniques'
Shubham Kharat, a student of Pune
Vidhyarthi Griha’s College Of Engineering
& Technology stood first in this elective
subject during the BE results with a score
of 84 marks out of 100

P

une Vidhyarthi Griha’s College Of

Automotive Products Pvt. Ltd. (Walter Pack

Engineering And Technology recently

is company that specialises in the design

declared the BE results. Shubham

and production of high-quality technical

Kharat was awarded first place in the elective

surfaces and decorated technical parts, using

subject 'Screen Printing Techniques' with a

technologies such as IMD, IMF and IML,

score of 84 marks out of 100.

among others.)

Shubham completed his course of Bachelor

Established in 1985, Pune Vidhyarthi Griha’s

of Engineering In Printing Engineering And

College of Engineering and Technology,

Graphic Communication in the academic year-

an affiliate to the University of Pune and

2016.

accredited ‘A’ by NAAC is one of the reputed

Shubham and his project partners were
honoured in 2015 at the Tom-Frescka Student
Printing Competetion with an 'Award Of
Excellence' And 'Best Of Show' by Specialty
Graphic Imaging Association (SGIA), USA.
At the same time he was honored with Gold
Award by Screen Print India at their Print
Excellence Awards under the category for
Polycarbonate Stickers.
Shubham is thankful to Padmakar Khake,
Managing Director, Unique Labels (P) Ltd.
Pune, for his special guidance in screen

engineering colleges in India. The college
provides courses on engineering disciplines
and offers some of the most advanced
platform and infrastructure to its students.
Spread over 8 acres with a built-up area of
20630 sq. m., the college has 800 computers,
a distributed internet facility, centralized
computing facility, tie-up with ARAI Library.
The Computer/IT Departments have signed
MoU with Infosys for Campus Connect
Programme. E&TC Dept has signed MoU with
ACTEL, USA for the joint R&D activities in VLSI

printing.

design. There is a MOU with 3PDLM software

Being a part of the printing indusrty Shubham

Innovation Laboratory.

solution for the development of a Product

is glad to work with one of leading screen
printing industry participants, Walter Pack

shubham.kharat094@gmail.com
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Honored for the
IPC-9204 guidelines
MacDermid Enthone's Neil Bolding
and Flex's Weifeng Liu received an
IPC award for New Flexible Circuitry
Testing Standards

M

acDermid

Enthone

Electronics

As part of MacDermid Autotype for many

Solutions, a business of Platform

years, Bolding possesses a unique perspective

Specialty

on printed electronics. He intersects with the

Products

Corporation,
senior

three groups involved with materials supplied

technologist at MacDermid Enthone, for

to this emerging interconnect segment,

his contribution to the reliability of printed

MacDermid Enthone, MacDermid Graphics

electronics devices. In collaboration with the

Solutions, and MacDermid Autotype. Each

IPC technical committee D-65, co-chaired with

of these businesses is part of MacDermid

Dr. Weifeng Liu of Flex (formerly Flextronics),

Performance Solutions, a Platform Specialty

Bolding and the team recently published

Products company. The collaboration is an

IPC-9204,

and

excellent example of the supply chain support

Stretchability Testing for Printed Electronics".

MPS can bring to its customers; in this case,

For their efforts, Bolding and Dr. Liu received

Bolding contributes expertise on films, printing

IPC's Distinguished Committee Service award

technologies, electronics manufacturing, and

during this year's IPC APEX EXPO event. The

specialty chemical processing.

congratulates

Neil

"Guideline

Bolding,

on

a

Flexibility

new specification is essential for the more
widespread adoption of cost-effective printed
electronics that require durability to flexing
and stretching.

MacDermid

Performance

Solutions

is

a

subsidiary of Platform Specialty Products
Corporation. Their businesses manufacture
a broad range of specialty chemicals and

Bolding describes the new specification,

materials which are used in multi-step

"Standardizing the flexibility and stretching

technological processes that enhance the

requirements, and the test methods used to

products people use every day.

quantify those, is extra challenging due to
the wide variety of materials and applications
in this space. Working with such a talented
group of technologists made our work more
productive

and

enjoyable.

The

industry

will benefit immediately from this enabling
document."

Their innovative materials and processes are
creating more opportunities and efficiencies
for companies across key industries – including
electronics, graphic arts, metal and plastic
plating, and offshore oil production.

www.macdermid.com
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ColorJet brand
bags key award
Named ‘India’s Largest
Manufacturer for Wide Format
Digital Printer’ at the annual 6th
Imaging Solution Awards Night

C

olorJet brand from ColorJet Group

“At the same time, winning the award also

has

Largest

increases our responsibility towards our

Manufacturer for Wide Format Digital

bagged

the

‘India’s

current and future customers, as we will need

Printer’ Award at the annual 6th Imaging

to continue to offer the same ‘Gold’ standard

Solution Awards Night held at Hotel Suryaa in

of after sales service, for which Colorjet is

New Delhi on January 13, 2017.

recognized in India and the world,” he added.

The award was presented by Pankaj Chawla

Today, ColorJet commands 33 percent market

Research

share in India in super wide format of digital

Manager,

International

Data

Corporation (IDC).

ink printers.

The event was attended by over 400 top

They have recently expanded their production

imaging industry professionals, who included

facility, to further fulfill the ever growing

manufacturers,

demand for both domestic and international

importers,

exporters,

distributors, resellers, etc from different parts
of India and also from China.

markets.
Founded in 2004, Colorjet Group maintains its

Over 45 awards were given away to different

operations via two manufacturing facilities and

individuals, products, brands, companies for

sales offices spread across seven countries,

their outstanding performances in different

which include India, China, Bangladesh, UAE

segments and activities of imaging industry

and Sri Lanka and markets its products in 14

in India like Ricoh, Brothers, ITDL, Avision, etc.

countries worldwide.

“We feel honoured on winning the award and

ColorJet has installed and implemented over

for being named ‘India’s Largest Manufacturer

4,000 of its printing solutions and products

for Wide Format Digital Printer’. We dedicate

across 315 cities around the world.

this award to the large number of Indian digital

The company is backed by a strong 278

printing fabric manufacturers, who reposed
faith in ColorJet digital printers, due to whom

member team, of which almost 100 are in
technical related functions.

we bagged the award,” Smarth Bansal at
Colorjet India said.

www.colorjetgroup.com
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Concept
Xxxxx

market. I was very much interested in
making eco-friendly carry-bags as I used to
see different types of eye catching bags at
the airport while travelling. These bags are
fashion related so they have to be trendy and
in eye catching glossy colours.
We print cotton rice bags in multi-colour by
screen printing process and are today market
leaders in our segment. From the last 15 years
I was giving emphasis on getting into ecofriendly cotton bags. We have the latest M&R
Alpha screen printing machine. It’s modular
and expandable and can be configured for
almost any production requirement. Since
Alpha 8’s oval shape takes up less floor space

Eco-friendly bags now
'made in Erode'

S. Sekar, CEO, Maureyaa Fabrics, shares the
concept's rationale and why it is relevant

M

aureyaa Fabrics, Erode (Tamilnadu)

than comparable carousel screen printing
presses, we are using it to print the rice bags.
Recently we have started a shop to do retailing
business in the market area we are also doing
wholesale. We are expanding our unit as we
have ample order. For new designs I use my
creativity and we have designers who help us
in this. Inks / pigments used in printing are also

are famous for Rice Bag manufacture.

non-toxic, eco-friendly and phthalate free.

We have 15 years experience in this

We also supply organic cotton bags that are

cloth bag industry. We provide multi-colour
digital designing solution as per customer
requirment. We have a screening team to
obtain accurate prints. Especially half tone
printing and line work also. We are regularly
updating our equipments, printing style and
designing patterns. All types of enhancement
in quality gives us more orders in domestic

biodegradable,

recyclable

and

exquisitely

crafted to meet industry standards of strength
and sustainability.
Organic cotton is also softer to the touch and
gentler on skin. The price range of bags are from
Rs.20-500 and tour bags upto Rs.1,200.

www.maureyaafabrics.com

Suresh Sekar, CEO,
Maureyaa Fabrics
Our aim is to produce
responsibly made and
sourced bags at great prices,
so that reusable becomes a
way of life.
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Guidelines

T

hank you small businesses! With your
help our economy is recovering, and
most people I talk to are telling me

their businesses are improving. One of the
downsides for small businesses related to
the slumping economy was a mass amount
of layoff that left many very smart people
without a job. Those people decided to go
start their own small business. (This includes
me?) With the larger amount of competitors
out there, we cannot just rely on our ability to
be nimble in changing time and our superior
customer service as compared to the large
companies; we must do more to set ourselves
apart. I have compiled a short list of a few
ideas I feel can help.
1. Become a niche market – Many of our
small businesses are sometimes cookiecutters of other businesses or even our direct
competitors. But what we forget is that we also
have certain passions in our life. For example
I am a passionate participant in the world
of volleyball. I have done everything from
coaching to managing to playing at all levels of
the game. So for me, if I was a screen printer,
I would certainly focus my niche on volleyball.
I know their needs, and I would cater to that. I
certainly would not turn other business away,
but where is a better place to start a small
business than dealing with people you might
already know around something you love.
2. Don’t compete on price alone – Most failed
businesses that I have seen in my day tend to

Small business
marketing tips
Aaron Montgomery explains why one cannot
just rely on the ability to be nimble in changing
times and superior customer service

be the ones that their only claim to fame is
that they are the lowest price. The old saying
“You get what you pay for.” is around for a
reason, and people might go elsewhere for
one or two jobs based on price but ultimately
will come back if you provide something extra,
like great customer service, prompt delivery,
etc. Don’t be afraid to compete on price if you
can make money doing it, but at the same
time, give the customer some value outside
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As a screener, make
sure you print some
nice tees with your logo
and contact info on them
that you can wear as often
as possible. Remember a
T-Shirt is actually a walking
billboard!

of being the cheapest. Remember even in

not because of a better sales job by the

a down economy people are willing to pay a

competition, but because the customer didn’t

higher price for superior products and service.

fully understand what they were getting into.

Think Starbucks – $5 for a cup of coffee that

Maybe the guy up the street is selling shirts

you could get for $1 at the local quickie mart!

for $3 each but doesn’t mention there are

3. Open your horizons – Okay, so this might

setup charges, screen charges, multiple color

seem to contradict point #1, but really it

charges, etc. During the quoting process,

doesn’t. Don’t be afraid to jump to new

make sure you ask the questions of the

markets. Most times, new customers are

customers as if they are looking elsewhere and

right in front of us, but we are so focused

what the keys are to their selection process. It

that we forget that. Let’s go back to me as

is not inappropriate to ask, and I think it shows

the example. Let’s say I’m at the volleyball

your customer you care about winning their

gym delivering some shirts, but in the same

business.

gym there is a youth basketball tournament
going on. Why not approach them and see if
you can help them. Then on your way home,
you stop to get your car washed (because you
live in AZ and the monsoons do nothing but
make your car dirty). Why not quickly ask the
manager at the car wash if you can compete
for their apparel needs. Always have good
professional business cards with you for these
opportunities. (Bonus Tip: As a screener, make
sure you print some nice tees with your logo
and contact info on them that you can wear
as often as possible. Remember a T-Shirt is
actually a walking billboard!)
4. Education – As a sales/marketing person
(which should be your main function unless
you have someone you can trust doing that),
your main goal should be educating your
customers. Become the expert and make
sure you know exactly what your competition
is doing. More often than not you lose jobs

Aaron Montgomery

5. Make Money! – This is most likely the most
important part of being a successful small
business, which seems a little obvious, but
trust me I have seen firsthand what happens
when you don’t have a good handle on if you
are making money. You must have your goal
to make money; otherwise you have a hobby,
not a business. You have to know what your
costs are, and you have to price your products
accordingly. This means you must spend
the time to make sure you are tracking your
production, know exactly what your costs
are (i.e., did you factor in shipping costs to
you, the cost of accepting credit cards from
customers, how much you pay in interest on
your credit cards, etc.). Then you must know
how much your time is worth. As a small
business owner (i.e. entrepreneur), you have
given yourself the right to work 24 hours
a day, but that has to be worth something
to you. So ask yourself, do you know how
much you are really making? I suggest a shop
management software (like FastManager) for

Aaron has been in the garment decorating

any size shop and a good accounting program

industry for over 20 years, and has worked with

(like QuickBooks). Hopefully those small tips

many small businesses to help them make money

give you something to build on, and mainly

and improve their marketing. He loves helping

my goal was to get you thinking marketing. I

small businesses as he has been involved with or

can’t wait to read your comments and ideas.

had his own small business since teenage.

www.aaronmontgomery.info
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Showcase

Cultural images
Abhay Kasture captures the
event's essence with his
camera lens
The Kala Ghoda Art Festival, which is held in
Mumbai every year, encompasses amazing
and spellbinding sights, enjoy the diversity!
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26 - 29 MARCH 2017 | DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE
There are more ways to grow your print business than ever before, you
just need to know where to find them. Gulf Print & Pack 2017, the only
dedicated commercial and package printing event in the Middle East
and North Africa returns to Dubai this spring.
Come and see hundreds of live demonstrations of print machinery
in action. Discover amazing opportunities made possible by recent
technology advances. Learn why digital is a new beginning for print.
Gain the power to grow your business.
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m¬eÀerve mecee®eej --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 89

m¬eÀerve mecee®eej
ef[peerìue Yegieleeve keÀjW, 1 keÀjes[
keÀe Fveece HeeSb~

mejkeÀej ves Yegieleeve kesÀ efueS FueskeÌì^e@efvekeÀ cees[
keÀe Fmlesceeue ye{eves kesÀ cekeÀmeo mes SkeÀ DeJee@[&
mkeÀerce Meg© keÀjves keÀer ³eespevee yeveeF& nw~ Fme
³eespevee kesÀ lenle meeHleeefnkeÀ Deewj efleceener uekeÀer
[^e Hej 125 keÀjes[ ©He³es Ke®e& efkeÀS peeSbies~
veerefle Dee³eesie ves vesMeveue HesceWìdme keÀe@jHeesjsMeve
DeeHeÀ Fbef[³ee (NPCI) keÀes SkeÀ veF& ³eespevee
lew³eej keÀjves kesÀ efueS keÀne nw~

oesyeeje Fmlesceeue nesves Jeeuee keÀeiepe

yengle keÀce nes mekesÀieer~
®eerve keÀer Mesve[eBn ³etefveJeefme&ìer kesÀ oes MeesOekeÀlee&DeeW
ves ìbiemìve Dee@keÌmeeF&ì Deewj Hee@ueer efJevee³eue
Hee³ejueer[ve, peesefkeÀ oJeeF&³eeW Deewj KeeÐe HeoeLeex
kesÀ efueS Fmlesceeue nesleer nw, Fve meeceefûe³eeW mes Fme
veS keÀeiepe keÀes lew³eej efkeÀ³ee nw~ Fme Hej íHeeF&
kesÀ efueS Fme keÀeiepe keÀes 30 meskesÀv[ kesÀ ueieYeie
Deuì^e Jee@³euesì ÒekeÀeMe kesÀ meeceves jKee peelee
nw Deewj ³en meHesÀo mes ienjs veerues jbie ceW yeoue
peelee nw~ Fme Hej ef®e$e ³ee Meyo yeveeves kesÀ efueS,
mìsefvmeue keÀe Òe³eesie Fme lejn mes efkeÀ³ee peelee
nw efpememes efkeÀ kesÀJeue Kegues efnmmes ner veerues jbie ceW
yeoueW~ yeeo ceW Fvns efceìeves kesÀ efueS Fme meeceûeer
keÀes SkeÀ eos efove kesÀ efueS mene³ekeÀ HeefjefmLeefle³eeW
ceW jKee peelee nw~ Deiej peuoer efceìevee nes lees
Fme meeceûeer keÀes iejce efkeÀ³ee peele nw efpememes ³en
30 efceveì ceW ner iee³eye nes peeleer nw~
Òe³eesieeW mes Helee ®euee nw efkeÀ Fme meeceûeer keÀes 40
yeej lekeÀ Hegveë Fmlesceeue efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee nw~
DeYeer Yeer ³en meeceûeer Òee³eesefiekeÀ mlej Hej nw~

meJex#eCe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee~ ³en meJex#eCe SkeÀ mJeleb$e
mebmLee efì^He Fb[skeÌme Üeje efkeÀ³ee ie³ee Lee ~ Yeejle
kesÀ Deeþ MenjeW ces ³en meJex#eCe efkeÀ³ee~ Fme ceW
veF& efouueer, cegcyeF&, yeWieueg©, ®ewVew,keÀesuekeÀlee,
nwojeyeeo, HegCes Deewj pe³eHegj Meeefceue nw~ Fme
meJex#eCe ceW þnjnves leLee Ietceves efHeÀjves keÀer peien,
³eelee³eele kesÀ meeOeveeW keÀer megefJeOee Jeiewjn Hewceeves
Meeefceue Les~ Fme meJex#eCe kesÀ cegleeefyekeÀ DeHeves osMe
ceW yepeì kesÀ Deboj ³ee$ee keÀjves JeeueeW kesÀ efueS HegCes
meyemes mener mLeeve nw~

2017 ceW ceeF¬eÀesmeesHeÌì eqJev[esme
10 kesÀ oes veS mebmkeÀjCe ueeSieer~
ceeF¬eÀesmeesHeÌì ves Iees<eCee keÀer nw efkeÀ Je<e& 2017

yepeì He³e&ìkeÀeW kesÀ efueS HegCes
ceveHemevo peien
Jew%eeefvekeÀeW ve Deye SkeÀ Ssmes keÀeiepe keÀer Keespe
keÀer nw efpemes oesyeeje Fmlesceeue efkeÀ³ee mekeÀlee nw~
Fme keÀeiepe kesÀ Fmlesceeue mes keÀeiepe keÀer yejyeeoer

efì^He S[JeeFpej Üeje efJeefYevve MenjeW keÀe efì^He
Fb[skeÌme peejer efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw~ Fme ÒekeÀej keÀe
meJex#eCe keÀjves kesÀ efueS efJeée kesÀ 27 MenjeW keÀe
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keÀejesyeeefj³eeW kesÀ efueS efye´ìve ceW Goej Jeerpee veerefle
³etjesHeer³e mebIe mes yeenj efvekeÀueves kesÀ yeeo Yeejle keÀes
efye´ìsve DeHeves ÒecegKe J³eeHeeefjkeÀ Yeeieeroej kesÀ ©He ceW
osKe jne nw~ Fmeer kesÀ ceÎs vepej efye´ìsve ves meesceJeej
keÀes Yeejleer³e keÀejesyeeefj³eeW kesÀ efueS Henueer yeej Goej
Jeerpee J³eJemLee keÀer HesMekeÀMe keÀer nw~ FmeceW Yeejleer³e
keÀejesyeeefj³eeW keÀes efye´ìsve kesÀ S³ejHeesì& mes efvekeÀueves ceW
Deemeeveer nesieer Deewj ³etjesHeer³e mebIe lekeÀ GvekeÀer Hengb®e
Deemeeve neWieer~ Yeejle Henues mes ner DeHeves veeieefjkeÀeW kesÀ efueS Deemeeve Jeerpee J³eJemLee keÀer ceebie
keÀjlee jne nw~ ÒeOeeveceb$eer vejWê ceesoer ves efye´ìsve keÀer ÒeOeeveceb$eer ìsefjpee ces mes Yeejleer³e mìt[Wìdme
Deewj efjme®e&jeW keÀes yesnlej DeeJeepeener GHeueyOe keÀjeves kesÀ efueS keÀne~ Yeejle-efye´ìsve ÒeewÐeesefiekeÀer
meccesueve ceW ìsefjpee ves keÀne, nce Henueer yeej efkeÀmeer osMe keÀes efpememes veeieefjkeÀeW keÀes efye´ìsve ceW ÒeJesMe
kesÀ efueS Jeerpee keÀer pe©jle nesleer nw, Hebpeerke=Àle ³ee$eer ³eespevee GHeueyOe keÀjeves pee jns nw~ ìsefjpee
ves keÀne efkeÀ FmekeÀe celeueye nw efkeÀ Ssmes Yeejleer³e veeieefjkeÀ pees efve³eefcele ©He mes efye´ìsve Deeles jnles
nw GvekesÀ efueS Jeneb ÒeJesMe keÀer Òeef¬eÀ³ee keÀeHeÀer Deemeeve nes peeSieer~ Fme keÀe³e&¬eÀce ceW HeerSce ceesoer
Yeer Meeefceue ngS~ GvneWves keÀne efkeÀ Ssmes efyepevesmecewve keÀes Deye keÀce HeÀe@ce& Yejves nesieW Deewj GvnW
³etjesHeer³e DeeefLe&keÀ #es$e (F&³et-F&F&S) HeemeHeesì& efve³eb$eCe leLee efye´ìerMe S³ejHeesì& mes Deemeeveer mes
efvekeÀueves keÀer megefJeOee efceuesieer~
ìsefjpee ves keÀne efkeÀ íesìs Meyo ceW keÀne peeS lees efye´ìsve Deewj Yeejle kesÀ efueS DeefOekeÀ DeJemej neWies~
Yeejle keÀes Deye efye´ìsve ceW meJe&Þesÿ Jeerpee mesJeeSb GHeueyOe neWieer~ efmeHe&À Jener Ssmee mLeeve nw peneb
Gmeer efove Jeerpee Heevee mebYeJe nw~
HeerSce ceesoer ves keÀne efkeÀ Yeejle Deewj efye´ìsve ìskeÌvee@uepeer #es$e ceW DeHeveer leekeÀle keÀe Fmlesceeue keÀj
veS DeJej Hewoe keÀj mekeÀles nw~ FmekesÀ meeLe ner ceesoer ves efye´ìsve mes Yeejle kesÀ j#ee, efJeefvecee&Ce Deewj
JewceeefvekeÀer pewmes #es$eeW ceW efveJesMe keÀjves keÀes keÀne~
GvneWves keÀen efkeÀ Yeejle kesÀ J³eeHekeÀ %eeve DeeOeej leLee efye´ìsve keÀer DeeOegefvekeÀ Jew%eeefvekeÀ peeb®e mes
mJeemL³e mesJee #es$e keÀes SkeÀ Deueie ©Ke efo³ee pee mekeÀlee nw~ Fmemes ueeFHeÀmìeFue mes peg[er
yeerceeefj³eeW Hej keÀeyet Hee³ee pee mekeÀlee nw~ ÒeOeeveceb$eer ceesoer ves keÀne efkeÀ Yeejle efye´ìsve ÒeewÐeesefiekeÀer
meccesueve G®®e eqMe#ee Hej keWÀefêle nw~ ³en Yeejleer³e íe$e-íe$eeDeeW kesÀ efueS cenÊJeHetCe& nw~ ³en
meePee YeefJe<³e kesÀ efueS efÜHe#eer³e mebHekeÀeW keÀes HeefjYeeef<ele keÀjsiee~
ÒeOeeveceb$eer ceesoer ves yelee³ee efkeÀ osMe ceW peuo SkeÀ Dejye mes DeefOekeÀ HeÀesve keÀveskeÌMeve neWies~ Menjer
#es$e ceW HeÀesve OevelJe 154 ÒeefleMele Hej Hengb®e peeSiee~ ceesoer ves keÀne efkeÀ osMe ceW Fbìjvesì keÀe
Fmlesceeue keÀjves JeeueeW keÀer mebK³ee 35 keÀjes[ Hej Hengb®e ieF& nw~ mejkeÀej osMeYej ceW SkeÀ ueeKe
ieebJeeW keÀes Debeflece íesj lekeÀ keÀvesefkeÌìeqJeìer GHeueyOe keÀje jner nw~

ceW Jen efJev[esme 10 kesÀ efueS oes ye[s DeHe[sì
ueeSiee~ keÀcHeveer kesÀ cegleeefyekeÀ 2016 ceW GvnW pees
veS HeÀer®ej pees[ves Les Jes pees[ efoS Deye 2017
ceW ner oes ye[s DeHe[sì ueskeÀj DeeSBies~
efJev[esme kesÀ Devegmeej Henuee ye[e DeHe[sì
efpemekeÀe keÀes[ veece js[mìesve 2 jKee ie³ee nw ³en
2017 kesÀ Henues Yeeie ceW peejer nesiee Lee js[mìesve
3 veece keÀe otmeje DeHe[sì Je<e& kesÀ otmejs efnmmes
ceW peejer nesiee~

DeesSvepeermeer keÀer veF& Henue

DeesSvepeermeer ves DeHeveer mLeeHevee kesÀ 75 Jes Je<e& keÀes
ceveeves kesÀ efueS ³en Iees<eCee keÀer nw efkeÀ lesue leLee
iewme #es$e ceW veF& mees®e keÀes Deeies ye{eves kesÀ efueS
100 keÀjes[ ©HeS keÀe SkeÀ mìeì& DeHe HeÀC[ Meg©
efkeÀ³ee peeSiee~ ³en Fme #es$e ceW veS-veS efJe®eejeW
kesÀ meeLe veS-veS Go³ece mLeeefHele keÀjves kesÀ efueS
jKee ie³ee HeÀC[ nw~
Fme Meg©Deele ceW DeesSvepeermeer veS Go³ece keÀes
DeejefcYekeÀ HetBpeer, ceeie&oMe&ve, ceekexÀì mes peg[eJe
meeLe ®evee leLee DevegJeleea keÀe³e&Jeener kesÀ efueS Hetjer
mene³elee osieer~
Fme keÀe³e& keÀes Deeies ye{eves kesÀ efueS DeesSvepeermeer
SkeÀ efJeMes<e JesyemeeF&ì Yeer Meg© keÀj jner nw~
Fme mebmLee kesÀ DeO³e#e SJeb ÒeyevOe efveosMekeÀ
kesÀ Devegmeej Fme Henue mes ³egJee Yeejleer³eeW ceW
Go³eceMeeruelee ye{sieer~ GvneWves keÀne efkeÀ lesue Je
iewme #es$e ceW ye[er ®egveewefle³eeB nQ Deewj Gve Hej ve³eer
mees®e mes ner keÀeyet Hee³ee pee mekeÀlee nw~
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Decespee@ve keÀe G[lee ngDee Yeb[ej ie=n

DeHeves ûeenkeÀeW lekeÀ lespeer mes ceeue keÀer ef[ueerJejer
keÀjves kesÀ GÎsM³e mes Scespee@ve ves SkeÀ ve³ee jemlee
Keespee nw Deewj Jen peceerve mes 45000 HeÀerì keÀer
GB®eeF& Hej SkeÀ G[lee ngDee Yeb[ej ie=n yeveevee~
Fmes keÀnWies S³ejyeesve& HegÀueefHeÀueceWì mesvìj
(SSHeÀmeer)~ Fme Yeb[ej ie=n Hej keÀeHeÀer meeceeve
keÀe mìe@keÀ jnsiee Dewej DeeosMeeW keÀer Hegefle& [^esve kesÀ
Üeje keÀer peeSieer~ pewmes ner keÀesF& DeeosMe ÒeeHle
nesiee Gme meeceeve keÀes ueskeÀj SkeÀ ®eeuekeÀ jnerle
íesìe mee Jee³eg ³eb$ [^esve meerOes ûeenkeÀ keÀer efoMee
ceW ®eue He[siee~ Fme keÀe³e& ceW mece³e keÀer ye®ele lees
nesieer meeLener Tpee& keÀer KeHele Yeer keÀce nesieer
keÌ³eeWefkeÀ Fme Òeef¬eÀ³ee ceW [^esve GHej mes veer®es keÀer
Deewj DeeSiee ve keÀer veer®es mes GHej peeSiee peesefkeÀ
SkeÀ p³eeoe Tpee& ueieves Jeeueer Òeef¬eÀ³ee nw~ Fme
G[les ngS Yeb[ej ie=n keÀes F¥Oeve keÀer DeeHetefle& íesìs
Jee³eg³eeveeW kesÀ Üejer keÀer peeSieer~ íesìs Jee³eg³eeveeW
mes ner Gme Hej ceeue keÀer DeeHetefle& Yeer keÀer peeSieer~

Jem$e GlHeeoeW keÀer ceekexÀefìbie kesÀ efueS
keÀF& ³eespeveeSB~
meuesYe ceW neue ceW Dee³eesefpele Jem$e GÐeesie kesÀ

efJe¬esÀlee Deewj KejeroejeW keÀer yewþkeÀ ceW metef®ele efkeÀ³ee
ie³ee efkeÀ Jem$e GÐeesie kesÀ efueS mejkeÀej keÀer DeveskeÀ
³eespeveeSB nQ efpevekeÀe ueeYe íesìer Jem$e FkeÀeF&³eeW
keÀes Gþevee ®eeefnS~ ye[s leLee ceO³ece MenjeW ceW
ueieer Jem$e FkeÀeF&³eeW Fve ³eespeveeDeeW keÀe ueeYe
ues jner nQ~ Deye FvekeÀe ueeYe íesìs MenjeW keÀer
FkeÀeF&³eeW keÀes Yeer uesvee ®eeefnS~
³en efJe¬esÀlee-Kejeroej meccesueve keÀes³ecyeìtj ceW
Dee³eesefpele Hee@Jejuetce SkeÌmeHees kesÀ efmeefuemeues ceW
jKee ie³ee Lee~ efpemekeÀe Dee³eespeve HeeJejuetve
[sJeueHeceWì SC[ SkeÌmeHeesì& ÒeceesMeve keÀeGefvmeue
lelee ìskeÌmeìeF&ue keÀefceMevej kesÀ #es$eer³e keÀe³ee&ue³e
Üeje efkeÀ³ee ie³ee Lee~ Fme SkeÌmeHees keÀe Dee³eespeve
Fme GÎsMe mes efkeÀ³ee ie³ee Lee efpememes efkeÀ KejeroejeW
keÀe DeHeves cegleeefyekeÀ efJe¬esÀlee efceueves keÀe DeJemej
Hej efceue mekesÀ leLee Gve oesveeW ceW DeeHeme ceW mener
efJe®eej efJeceMe& Deewj leeuecesue nes mekesÀ~

jscev[ ö meyemes DeekeÀ<e&keÀ Jem$e ye´eB[

2016 ceW efkeÀS ieS SkeÀ meJex#eCe kesÀ cegleeefyekeÀ
Yeejleer³e ye´@e[s[ keÀHe[eW ceW jscev[ meyemes DeekeÀ<e&keÀ
nw~ Fme met®eer ceW DevleJe&m$eeW keÀer efvecee&lee keÀcHeveer
pee@keÀer otmejs mLeeve Hej leLee kewÀp³egDeue efJe³ej
keÀer efvecee&lee keÀcHeveer uesefJeme leermejs mLeeve Hej nw~
peeje HeÀemì HewÀMeve ÞesCeer ceW ÒeLece mLeeve Hej jner~
³en DeO³e³eve ì^mì efjme®e& S[Jee³emejer mebmLee
Üeje efkeÀ³ee ie³ee Lee~ metleer keÀHe[e yeveeves ceW
DeMeercee SkeÀ vecyej nw lees efJeefYeVe Jem$e eqvecee&Ce
keÀer ÞesCeer ceW cee@vìs keÀeueex ÒeLece mLeeve Hej jner~
HeÀe@ce&ue efJe³ej, cesvme eqJe³ej Deewj Jeercesvme eq³ej

ceW Sjes, Heerìj Fbiuew[ Deewj cewiees ¬eÀceMeë ÒeLece
mLeeve Hej jner~ HeejbHeeefjkeÀ Jem$e ÞesCeer ceW yeeryee
keÀes ÒeLece mLeeve ÒeeHle ngDee~

Yeejleer³eeW Üeje ye´eb[s[ keÀHe[eW keÀer
DeefOekeÀ Kejero

Yeejleer³e GHeYeeskeÌleeDeeW ceW mLeeefHele ye´e@[eW kesÀ
keÀHe[eW keÀer Kejero kesÀ DeefOekeÀ ©Peeve ves Fme #es$e
ceW veS Deeves Jeeues leLee keÀce Hen®eeve Jeeues Jem$e
eqvecee&leeDeeW keÀes Heerís íes[ efo³ee nw~ Fme efJe<e³e
ceW jsueeries³ej Üeje ÒekeÀeefMele SkeÀ efjHeesì& ceW keÀne
ie³ee nw efkeÀ, Fme ©Peeve keÀe meyemes DeefOekeÀ ueeYe
Gve ye´e@[s[ meeceeve Jeeueer keÀcHeefve³eeW keÀes efceuee nw
efpevekesÀ veS Òees[keÌì ceekexÀì ceW DeDeeles jns nw leLee
efpevekesÀ Jem$eeW kesÀ cetu³e Yeer Jeeefpeye nQ~
veS ye´eB[eW kesÀ Deeves mes ceekexÀì ceW Lees[e HeÀke&À lees
He[e nw uesefkeÀve Hegjeves ye´eB[eW ceW Fme Devlej keÀes
otj keÀj DeHeves ceeue keÀes DeefOekeÀ yes®eves keÀer #ecelee
nw~ efHeíues leerve meeueeW ceW 10 Meer<e& ye´e@[s[ keÀHe[e
keÀcHeefve³eeW ves DeHevee ceekexÀì MesDej ueieYeie ogiegvee
keÀj efue³ee nw~
Yeejle mejkeÀej Üeje keÀer ieF& veesìyeboer mes
GHeYeeskeÌlee ceekexÀì ceW Lees[e HeÀke&À He[siee uesefkeÀve
DeHeves ³eneB DeeOegefvekeÀ kewÀMeuesme Yegieleeve J³eJemLee
nesves keÀer Jepen mes Yeer Hegjeveer ye´e@[s[ keÀcHeefve³eeB
ûeenkeÀeW keÀes DeefOekeÀ DeekeÀefLe&le keÀjves ceW meHeÀue
jnWieer~
Deef O ekeÀ Òeef l e J³ekeÌ l eer DeeHe leLee Deef O ekeÀ
MenjerkeÀjCe keÀer Jepen mes GHeYeeskeÌleeDeeW keÀe
Ke®e& ye{siee Deewj FmekeÀe ueeYe Jem$e GÐeesie keÀes
keÀeHeÀer efceuesiee~
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Coming Events

National

MARCH 2017
01 - 03 March 2017		
India Ceramics 2017
Leading International Exhibition on
Ceramics Industry.
At: Gujarat University Exhibition
Centre, Ahemdabad, Gujarat.
www.indian-ceramics.com

02 - 04 March 2017		
Electronics For You Expo 2017		
Leading Electronics Manufacturing
Show.
At: BIEC, Bangalore, Karnataka.
www.efyexpo.com

03 - 06 March 2017		
GTE 2017
Leading Garment Technology Expo.
At: NSIC Exhibition Centre, Okhla,
New Delhi.
www.garmenttechnologyexpo.com

09 - 11 March 2017		
Asia Coat + Ink Show 2017
Leading Exhibition on Inks & Coatings
Industry.
At: Bombay Exhibition Centre,
Goregaon (E), Mumbai 400 063.
www.aipima.org

17 - 19 March 2017		
Hometex Tech 2017			
North India’s Leading Show on Textile
Machinery. 		
At: Anaaj Mandi, G. T. Road, Panipat,
Haryana. 			
www.essentialtradefairs.com

APRIL 2017
05 - 08 April 2017		
PackPlus South 2017
South India's Leading Show on
Packaging Industry.
At: BIEC, Bangalore, Karnataka.
www.packplussouth.in

07 - 09 April 2017		
Print Miracel Expo 2017
Leading Show on Printing & Packaging
Industry.

At: CIAL Trade & Exhibition Centre,
Nedumbassery, Kochi, Kerala.
www.printmiracleexpo.com

07 - 10 April 2017		
Print Fair 2017

Ambiente India 2017
Leading Expo on Homeware & Interior
Decor.
At: Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.
www.ambiente-india.in

Leading Expo on Commercial Printing
& Digital Sign Show.
At: BIEC, Bangalore, Karnataka.
www.printfair.in

JULY 2017

25 - 26 April 2017		
Chemspec India 2017

Leading Show on Advertising &
Signage Industry.
At: Dr. Prabhakar Kore Convention
Centre, Bangalore, Karnataka.
www.signtoday.biz

Leading Expo on Fine and Speciality
Chemicals.
At : Bombay Exhibition Centre,
Goregaon (E), Mumbai 400 063.
www.chemspecindia.com

28 - 30 April 2017		
N Printech Today 2017			
South India's Leading Show on Printing
Industry. 		
At: Chennai Trade Centre, Chennai,
Tamilnadu.
www.buysellint.biz

28 - 30 April 2017		
Sign Today 2017
Leading Show on Advertising &
Signage Industry.
At: Chennai Trade Centre, Chennai,
Tamilnadu.
www.signtoday.biz

MAY 2017
03 - 06 May 2017
P4 Expo India 2017
Leading Expo on Petrochemicals,
Printing & Packaging Industry.
At: Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.
www.p4expoindia.com

JUNE 2017
08 - 10 June 2017
Non Woven Tech Asia 2017
Leading Expo on Non-Woven Industry.
At: Bombay Exhibition Centre,
Goregaon (E), Mumbai 400 063.
www.nonwoventechasia.com

20 - 22 June 2017

30 - 02 July 2017
Sign Today 2017

08 - 11 July 2017
Plastasia 2017
Leading International Expo on Plastics
Industry.
At: Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.
www.plastasia.in

29 - 31 July 2017		
Gartex 2017
Leading Show on Garment
Manufacturing Solutions.
At: Pragati Maidan, New Delhi
www.gartexindia.com

AUGUST 2017
03 - 06 August 2017		
Carton Tech 2017
India's Leading Show on Packaging
Industry.
At: Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.
www.packplus.in

06 - 08 August 2017		
Knit Show 2017
Leading Exhibition on Garment &
Apparel Industry.
At: Velan Fair Grounds, Tirupur,
Tamilnadu.
www.knitshow.in

10 - 13 August 2017		
Gifts India 2017
Leading Show on Gifts & Stationery.
At: Bombay Exhibition Centre, NSE
Complex, Goregaon (E), Mumbai
www.indiabig7.com
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Coming Events

International

MARCH 2017

www.coatings-group.com

01 - 02 March 2017		
Label & Print 2017

15 - 17 March 2017
FESPA Brazil 2017

Expo on Packaging, Printing &
Labelling.
At: National Exhibition Centre (NEC),
Birmingham, UK
www.easyfairs.com

Leading Screen Print Show in South
America.
At: Expo Centre, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
www.fespabrasil.com.br

16 - 18 March 2017		
The NBM Show 2017		

01 - 03 March 2017			
Leading Show on Peintwear, Sign &
Sino Pack 2017
International Exhibition on Packahing
Machinery & Materials.
At: China Import & Export Fair
Complex, Guangzhou, China.
www.chinasinopack.com

01 - 03 March 2017		
Printing South China 2017
International Exhibition on Printing
Industry.
At: China Import & Export Fair
Complex, Guangzhou, China.
www.printingsouthchina.com

07 - 09 March 2017		
Dubai Drink Technology Expo 2017		
Leading Show on Drink Technology.
At: Dubai International Convention &
Exhibition Centre, Dubai, UAE. 		
www.drinkexpo.ae

Digital Graphics.
At : Arlington, TX, USA.
www.thenbmshow.com

20 - 22 March 2017		
Pro2Pack 2017		
Leading Expo on Processing and
Packaging.
At: ExCel, London, UK
www.pro2pac.co.uk

21 - 23 March 2017		
ProPak Vietnam 2017
Vietnam's Laeding Show on Packaging
Industry.
At: Saigaon Exhibition & Convention
Centre, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
www.propakvietnam.com

21 - 24 March 2017		
Graphispag 2017

Leading Expo on Graphic
Communication.
08 - 11 March 2017		
APPPEXPO 2017			At: Fira Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
www.graphispag.com
Shanghai International Ad, Print, Pack,
Paper Expo.
At: National Exhibition and Convention
Center (NECC), Shanghai, China.
www.apppexpo.com

09 - 11 March 2017
Textech Sri Lanka 2017
Sri Lanka’s International Exhibition on
Textile & Apparel Technology.
At: Sri Lanka Exhibition & Convention
Centre (SLECC), Colombo, Sri Lanka.
www.cems-textech.com

13 - 15 March 2017		
Middle East Coatings Show Dubai
2017
Leading Expo on Coatings Industry. 		
At: DWTC, Dubai, UAE

23 - 25 March 2017
ISS Show 2017
Leading Show on Decorated Apparel
Business.
At: Atlantic City, NJ, USA.
www.issshows.com

24 - 26 March 2017		
3P Plas Print Pack 2017			
Leading Expo on Plastic, Printing &
Packaging Industry.
At: Expo Centre, Lahore, Pakistan.
www.plasprintpack.com.pk

26 - 29 March 2017		
Gulf Print & Pack 2017
Leading International Show on Printing
& Pcakaging. 			

At: Dubai International Convention &
Exhibition Centre, 			
Dubai, UAE.
www.gulfprintpack.com

28 - 30 March 2017		
Sign & Digital UK 2017
Leading Expo on Sign, Display & Digital
Print Industry.
At: NEC, Birmingham, UK.
www.signuk.com

28 - 30 March 2017		
TextileAsia 2017
International Trade Fair on Textile &
garment Industry.
At: Karachi Expo Centre, Karachi,
Pakistan.
www.textileasia.com.pk

28 - 30 March 2017		
Nigeria Print Pack 2017
Leading Expo on Printing & Packaging
Industry.
At: Landmark Centre, Lagos, Nigeria.
www.ppp-nigeria.com

29 - 30 March 2017		
LOPEC 2017
Leading Expo on Printed Electronics
Industry.
At: Messe Munchen, Munich, Germany
www.lopec.com

29 - 31 March 2017		
Digital Signage Expo 2017
Leading Expo on Digital Signage
Industry.
At: Las Vegas Convention Center, Las
Vegas, NV, USA.
www.digitalsignageexpo.net

29 - 31 March 2017		
Myanmar Gar-Tex Expo 2017
Myanmar’s Leading Show on Textile &
Garment Industry.
At: Rose Garden Hotel, Yangon,
Myanmar.
www.veas.com.vn

APRIL 2017
04 - 06 April 2017 		
European Coatings Show 2017
Leading Show on Coatings Industry.
At: Nuremberg, Germany.
www.european-coatings-show.com
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Classified Columns
ADVT. MATERIALS

GRAPHIC DESIGN / TEMPLATES - CD

HEAT TRANSFERS

DOUBLE SIDE / INDL. TAPES

MITESHA ENTERPRISES
House of Polycarbonate Films, PVC Rigid Sheets,
Single & Double Side Self Adhesive Tapes

CERAMIC COLOURS (TILES / GLASS)

Product Details
• D/S Mounting Tissue, Foam, Polyester Tapes
• Poly Carbonate Films
• PVC Rigid Sheets. (Penta)
• Metalised Polyester (Silver, Golden & Clear)
• Surface Protection Tapes (Low Tack)
• Solvent Printable Vinyl, Destructive Vinyl
• Static Film Clear / White (Four Pillars)
• PVC Label Stock, Silicon Paper
• Reflective Sheeting
And Many More Speciality Tapes that can
be arranged as per Requirement.

C-1, Friends CHS, 1st Floor, 215, Samuel
Street, Masjid, Mumbai 400 003.
Tel: (022) 3247 9817, 2342 9817, 93202 32120
E Mail : miteshaent3@yahoo.co.in
www.jayentp.com

HOT STAMPING FOIL
$XWK'LVWULEXWRUVRI
1LNKLO$GKDVLYHV/WG
'0 *XP
+RW6WDPSLQJ)RLO
)RU3ODVWLFDQG3DSHU,QGXVWULHV
6WRFNLVW$VWURO)RLO,7:)RLO
/X[HU .85= IRLORU
6FUHHQ3ULQWLQJ0DWHULDOV
*OLWWHU3RZGHUIRU893ULQWLQJ
2, Nilesh CHS, Ramchandra Lane,
Near Allahabad Bank, Malad (W), Mumbai 400 064.
Tel: (022) 2889 9531 z Telefax: (022) 2889 0948
Mobile: 98200 68731 z E Mail: modi1959@gmail.com

SCREEN PRINTING MACHINES
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HALF CUTTING MACHINE

Pre-gummed sheets

SCREEN MATERIAL SUPPLIERS

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS & SOLVENTS
SCREEN / OFFSET MATERIAL SUPPLIERS

MANUAL ROUND PRINTING MACHINE

SCREEN MESH

PAD pRINTING mACHINES
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Classified Columns
SCREEN PRINTING INKS

Gala No. 1, Shreenath Indl. Estate, Mahakali Caves Road,
Andheri (E), Mumbai 400 093.
Tel: +91 22 2825 2999, 2835 2999
Fax: +91 22 2838 1999
rakeshent999@gmail.com
104, Sai Dham Apartment, Opp. Railway Station,
Navghar, Vasai (E) 401 204, Maharashtra.
Mobile: +91 81089 99712

14, Olympus Indl. Estate, Layout Rd., Off Mahakali Caves Rd.,
Near Paper Box, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400 093.
Tel: +91 22 2687 1700, 2687 3700 ● Fax: +91 22 2838 1999
inkpoint999@gmail.com

SUBLIMATION

TG Ad Artwork_March 2016_Client.pdf 1 3/18/2016 12:18:13 PM

STICKERS / DECALS
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TEXTILE / SCREEN PRINTING MATERIAL

VISITING PEN

TEXTILE PRINTING MATERIALS

UV CURING LAMPS

PHILIPS UV LAMPS
FOR REPROGRAPHY
Philips TL-K 40W/10-R, TL 60W/10-R,
TL 80W/10-R, TL 100W/10-R and TL 140W/03
Contact Philips Channel Partner

Hiten Techno Products Corporation
912, The Capital, Plot C-70, "G" Block, Bandra
Kurla Complex, Bandra (E), Mumbai 400051.
Tele: (022) 6626 8000 (100 lines) / 6626 8002
E-mail: hiten.jhaveri@hitentechno.com /
hitenge@gmail.com

www.hitentechno.com
WOODEN HANDLES / FRAMES

TRACING PAPER / OHP FILM
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Ad Index

AD INDEX
Arrow Digital India (P) Ltd.

37

JM Coatings + Inks

05

Screen Print East Africa 2017

ASGA Vietnam 2017

18

Kissel Wolf GmbH

47

SGIA Expo 2017

Balaji Chemicals

41

Kunal Enterprises

06

Shenzhen Huayu Rubber & Plastic

65

Bluecoat India (P) Ltd.

59

Lakshmi Marketing

83

Shiva Enterprises

97

Cheran Machines India (P) Ltd.

43

MacDermid Autotype

07

Shree Union Inks (P) Ltd.

75

CöLöRs

81

Mangalam Texchem (P) Ltd.

93

Silkflex Polymers India (P) Ltd.

63

Dakota Chemicals India (P) Ltd.

33

Marabu GmbH & Co. KG.

15

DevRaj Rangwala

57

Mimaki India (P) Ltd.

31

Dishti Industries (P) Ltd.

10

Mishal Biotech (I) Pvt. Ltd.

49

Epta India (P) Ltd.

67

NBC Meshtec Inc.

106

Fimor SAS

51

Orange Tex-Chem

29

Fujifilm Sericol India (P) Ltd.

23

Print Dynamic

21

Grafica Flextronica

19

Print Fest 2017

73

Green Printing Solution (P) Ltd.

79

Print Miracle Expo 2017

91

Gulf Print Pack 2017

88

Print N Fusion

H. Y. Rangwala & Co.

93

Rainbow Screen House

97

J. N. Arora & Co. (P) Ltd.

04

Ratnadeep Enterprises

39

San Printech (P) Ltd.

53

Jet Cartridge India (P) Ltd.

01, 02

Skyscreen (P) Ltd.

25
104

09, 17

Smart Solutions

95

Sri Balaji Industries

69

Sunlan Chemicals

71

Umrao Automation (P) Ltd.

103

Varsha Transprint

55

Winson Inks Co. Ltd.

97

Zydex Industries

13

105

This Ad Index is provide as a free service to our
advertisers. We regret that we can not be held
responsible for any errors /omissions.
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